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BOARD OF MAYOR AND COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
AUGUST 19TH, 2020
5:30 p.m.
VIA ZOOM
AGENDA
Item #1

Meeting Called to Order

Item #2

Adoption of Agenda

Item #3

Historic Preservation Guidelines
A draft of the new guidelines were presented at a recent special called work
session. The final draft will be presented for a vote at the next regular meeting.
The discussion will continue regarding next steps.

Item #4

Brown and Caldwell Contract Amendment
This firm contracted to include an inventory of infrastructure as part of the
Stormwater Priority Plan and based the fee on number of structures identified
in the previous inventory, which was conducted in 2010. Significantly more
stormwater structures have been identified, so the contract has been amended
to ensure 100% of structures are included in the 2020 inventory.

Item #5

Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) with the Downtown
Development Authority (DDA) to Govern Personnel
Per direction provided by the BOMC at the February Strategic Planning Work
Session, City staff has been working with the DDA to develop an IGA schedule
to allow for shared staffing resources. At their August 11th meeting, the DDA
unanimously supported the staffing framework developed by City staff to be
included as a new schedule to the existing City/DDA IGA if approved by the
BOMC and DDA.

Item #6

Project Manager Contract
City staff aims to hire a part-time, short-term contract employee to assist with
some current planning and future construction projects.

Item #7

Review of Police Policies & Procedures
This was first discussed at the June work session. City staff has sought
proposals for this project and will update the BOMC.

Item #8

Public Works Building Renovation
City staff will present a rough order of magnitude of cost for renovations at the
public works building.

Item #9

Contract for Lobbying Services
The consultant would represent the city’s interests on state-level legislative and
administrative agency issues.

Item #10

Public Comment

Item #11

Adjournment
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Preface/Preamble
The purpose of these Guidelines is to illustrate,
supplement and assist the City of Avondale Estates in
the interpretation and implementation of the Historic
District Ordinance. It also provides user-friendly
information to guide and educate the public on historic
preservation and cultural resource management. The
Avondale Historic Preservation Ordinance is based
on the National Register Nomination form from
1986. The designations are rooted in the contributing
structures and period of significance (1921-1924). The
City of Avondale Estates initiated the latest update to
these guidelines in 2019. This update acknowledges,
incorporates and builds on information from the 1995
Design Guidelines by The Jaeger Company and the
2004 Historic Guidelines by Piedmont Preservation.
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Role of the
Historic Preservation Commission

The Avondale Estates Historic Preservation Commission
(HPC) is a volunteer civic board appointed by the
Board of the Mayor and Commissioners and serves the
municipal planning function to implement the Guidelines.
The HPC has five members, a majority of whom have
demonstrated professional expertise in disciplines of
history, architecture, landscape architecture, planning,
archaeology, or other historic preservation-related
disciplines. Having an active HPC, Avondale Estates
qualifies as a Certified Local Government (CLG)
community, a status affording eligibility for preservation
funding at the state and federal levels. The HPC is
responsible for:
• Promoting, protecting, and preserving the cultural,
historic, and aesthetic heritage of Avondale Estates.
• Carrying out the preservation provisions and goals of
the ordinance
• Initiating preservation planning and research, public
education and awareness, and local designation and
design review
• The designation of historic landmarks and historic
districts
• Design review process and for encouraging compatible
and creative development.

Role of the Property Owner
Property owners of Avondale Estates are encouraged
to read, understand and learn about the history and
development of their City and the Historic District
Guidelines. With a robust community engagement
framework and culture, the citizens of Avondale Estates
have a unique opportunity to contribute to the process
of ensuring Avondale Estates maintains its distinct
character. Citizens are expected to:
• Be responsible for helping to maintain the distinctive
character of Avondale Estates historic district and
properties
• Submit an application requesting an approval of a
Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) prior to beginning
work
• Submit drawings and photographs to support proposals

• Complete work only as approved within the COA.
City of Avondale Estates Historic District Guidelines
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BACKGROUND & HISTORY
History of Avondale Estates
Located approximately seven miles east of downtown
Atlanta, Avondale Estates occupies lands that until the
early 1920s consisted of a small community known as
Ingleside and several large farms. Around the turn-ofthe-century, Ingleside, founded in 1893 by J. H. Dabney,
was considered to be a picturesque retreat and one of
Atlanta’s most attractive suburban residential areas. In
1895 the Atlanta Journal characterized the community
as the “liveliest village of the Piedmont heights” and a
“little town of lively residences with all the comforts and
conveniences which create an ideal home, away from the
busy marts of trade.” Ingleside also had the advantage
of being located on 3 major transportation routes: the
Atlanta Street Railway/Stone Mountain Trolley Line,
Georgia Railroad and Atlanta-to-Augusta highway.
In January of 1924, Atlanta businessman George F. Willis
purchased 1,000 acres in DeKalb County, including nearly
all of what was then Ingleside as well as a 400-acre dairy
farm owned by Judge John S. Candler. Willis’ intention
was to develop the property into a model suburb. Soon
after acquiring the property, Willis set out on a tour
of successful suburbs in the Eastern and Midwestern
United States in order to begin developing ideas for
the site he termed “the most attractive community site
in the southern states.” The community was ultimately
designed as garden suburb - a planned residential
community in a park-like setting following the principles
of English theorist Ebenezer Howard’s Garden Cities of
Tomorrow.
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Assisting Willis in creating Avondale Estates were two
prominent professionals, Atlanta engineer O.F. Kauffman
and Philadelphia landscape architect Robert Cridland,
By January of 1926 considerable progress had been
made, including construction of the community’s streets
as well as the commercial buildings, approximately
fifty houses, and a park with pool, pool house, tennis
courts and playground equipment. Many of the earliest
houses were prominent two-story dwellings located in
the northern section of the residential area; most of the
later homes were smaller and only one or one-and-ahalf stories in height. A lake was created by 1928 and
a boathouse/clubhouse was under construction in that
year. Before the Depression slowed development of
Avondale Estates, another seventy-five residences were
completed.
During the 1930s, housing construction in Avondale
Estates was slow; and when World War II began,
development stopped. By that time, approximately
one-third of Willis’ vision for the community had been
built, basically the area contained within the boundaries
of the National Register Historic District. After the war,
the remainder of Avondale Estates was completed in
accordance with the primary ideals Willis had set out for
the community. These ideals are crucial to the historic
integrity and character defining features of Avondale
Estates and are described within the next section.
Avondale Estates incorporated in January of 1928 and
thus became rare among suburban developments by
having its own municipal government. Since that time,
community leaders, as well as private citizens have
ensured that the community is well maintained.

National Register of
Historic Places
What does it mean?
Avondale Estates is significant as one of the few early
twentieth century garden city planned communities
in the southeastern United States that remains intact.
Accordingly, the Avondale Estates Historic District
received national recognition by its listing in the National
Register of Historic Places in December of 1986.
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In late 1990, concern regarding the future integrity of
the district prompted the adoption of the Avondale
Estates Historic Preservation Ordinance and the
designation of a local historic district.
• Local designation provides for the preservation and
protection of the district through the design review
process.

• National Register status increases community
recognition and enables historic property owners to
participate in federal/state tax incentive programs.

• Local designation highlights community heritage
and protects the unique historic, cultural, and aesthetic
character of the community.

• National Register status provides no protection
against demolition, neglect, or insensitive alterations or
additions.

• Local designation guides change and development
within the designated district, including both historic
and non-historic properties.

City of Avondale Estates Historic District Guidelines

HISTORIC DISTRICT BOUNDARY MAP
Local District Boundary
National Historic Register Boundary
Historic District Map
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Character Defining Features
Character Defining Features are the physical elements
that individually and collectively create a unique
environment worthy of preservation and care. The
Avondale Estates Historic District has three distinctive
Character Defining Features: The Town Plan,
Architecture, and Landscape Architecture. Each historic
feature is individually significant, but each feature is also
an integral and contributing part of the larger planned
development. All three work together to create the
unique look and feel of Avondale Estates. Consequently,
the preservation of all is essential to maintaining the
intended character of the original plan.
As mentioned in the previous section, George F. Willis
went to great lengths to ensure that Avondale Estates
was one of the most attractive communities in the
Southeastern United States. In order to implement
the ideals of the garden suburb, the development
was designed to “fit” into the designed landscape to
provide access to “nature”. This was enabled through
public parks, picturesque bridal paths, lushly landscaped
medians, tree lined streets, and the scale and placement
of the residential development.
Maintaining this character requires that we understand
its defining features both, holistically and one by one.
These features are described in the National Historic
Register nomination, the guidepost for all preservation
efforts in the District, and briefly within this section

Town Plan

DRAFT
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Since inception, the “new town” has reflected the
planning principles and concepts first promoted by its
developer.
• An anchoring commercial center, separately grouped
at a major intersection.
• An extensive residential neighborhood, upon a
modified grid of gently curving streets.
• An axial transportation corridor, the principal
organizing spine for the plan and limiting boundary for
heavy traffic.
• An integral recreational component, including city
parks for both intensive and passive uses as well as
three smaller “common land” spaces.
• A linking vehicular/pedestrian system including
pedestrian bridal paths that meander through the
neighborhood.
• The size, division and layout of individual lots and
the way they, together with the front and side yards,
contribute to a cohesive streetscape.

For a community narrative complete with historic images &
mementoes: Images of America Series
Martin-Hart, Terry. Avondale Estates. Charleston, SC: Arcadia
Publishing, 2000.
For a development description: Avondale Estates Historic
District “Avondale Estates: National Register of Historic
Places.” March 1987. Available on City website.

“View of Business District” from 1925 advertisement map.
Source: Dekalb County History Center

Advertisement Map 1926
Source: Dekalb County History Center
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Architecture
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Few buildings predate the planned community with
most of the historic properties dating c.1925-45. The
architectural style, scale, and siting of these structures
are part of the contributing character of the District.
Similarly, many of the structures built outside of the
period of significance contribute to the district via
their mass and scale. All homes in the district were
catalogued in 2013- that information can be found on
the City’s website. Some of the notable architectural
features of the original development include:

Landscape Architecture
As one of the most visible elements within the District,
the landscape design is a key component to the garden
suburb movement and the main stitch between the plan
and the architecture . Signature elements include:
• The planned traffic control devices, including
landscaped medians, traffic islands and traffic circles
• The two major landscaped public parks, with the
1925 man-made Lake Avondale.

• The prominent brick business block of 1915 Tudor
Revival row-type buildings.

• The gracious and sheltering streetscapes, including
mature trees (canopy and ornamental), grass shoulders,
concrete sidewalks and bordering stone walls.

• The first wave of high-style residences built between
1925-1926 including various examples of Tudor and
Colonial revivals, as well as other eclectic styles.

• The
extensive
semi-public
greenspaces,
encompassing the three undeveloped communal lands
and spacious front yards.

• The more modest bungalows and cottages, onestory dwellings with elements of specific styles.

• The integration of the town plan, architecture, and
landscape architecture is a cornerstone of the garden
suburb ideals promoted by Willis. Encouraging residents
to garden, overtly promoting plantings to enhance the
“natural” setting and providing an environment that
invited exercise and a healthy lifestyle were all part of
the original plan for Avondale Estates and are what
make it worth preserving today.

• The public architecture, such as the Tudor Revival
clubhouse and the community pool house.
• While not of the “period of significance” in the
original National Register nomination, many of the
International Style and Mid-Century Modern style
homes that came after World War II are now eligible
for historic designation and fit within the original mass,
scale and siting intent of the development.
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Drawings from the 1995 Design Guidelines

Drawings from the 1995 Design Guidelines

• The roofs, porches, windows, doors, and details of
the styles mentioned above are what make this area
unique and key character defining features.
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PROCESS FOR CHANGES
TO YOUR PROPERTY

Treatment Designations
Historic Avondale Estates has a myriad of residential
properties with different types of structures. Many are
historic and are significant because they maintain their
character with existing historic materials, scale, mass,
and placement. Others are of a later period but still
historically eligible and also contribute to the overall
character of the neighborhood with their size, scale and
the way they sit in relation to the street and each other.
When Avondale Estates was deemed a historic district,
properties were designated as “contributing” to the
local historic district as informed by the National Register
nomination. Contributing refers to any property,
structure or object that adds to the historic integrity
of the local and national historic districts. Through the
implementation of the historic ordinance and evolution
of the Historic District Guidelines, Residential structures
are now divided into two categories in order to guide
the City and residents on their treatment.
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Preservation Designation
Preservation Designation properties and their owners
make a significant contribution to maintaining the look
and feel of Avondale Estates. The guidelines for this
designation are focused on the elements that maintain
that character. This designation includes properties that
were developed during the period of significance of 19241941 and distinctly contribute to the District’s historic
integrity through material details, architectural qualities,
size, scale, and siting. Preservation Designation may
also be given to historically eligible properties built after
the period of significance if requested by the property
owner. Properties in this designation may be eligible for
local, state, and federal incentives. For information on
designation changes & incentives, please see the Review
Process page of this document.

Compatible Designation
Compatible Designation includes properties with
structures that were built after the period of significance
and structures yet to come. Given their siting within the
historic plan, they also have a duty to promote the look
and feel of Avondale Estates. Through their materials,
size, siting, and scale many of the existing homes in
this designation fit into the District in a similar way to
that of the original homes. As such, both existing and
new structures are a fundamental part of the district
as a whole and play a significant role in maintaining its
character.

PROPERTY DESIGNATION MAP
Preservation Designation Property
Compatible Designation Property
Local Historic District Boundary

Note: For a list of designated properties,
please see appendix located on the City website
Property Designation Map
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Process for Changes to your Property

Review Process
What is Design Review?

Application & Criteria

The Historic Preservation Ordinance provides for
a design review process. Design review consists of
the evaluation of any proposed exterior work upon a
designated property. A building permit for a property
within the historic district can not be issued until design
review is complete and a Certificate of Appropriateness
(COA) is issued.

The City/HPC shall review applications based on the
designation of the property in question, Preservation or
Compatible. There is an application for each. For the
most up-to-date list of property designations see the
appendix of this document on the City’s website.

What requires Design Review?
If your property is located within the Avondale Estates’
Local Historic District (map available on previous page
or City website), design review is required for all work
involving a change to an exterior feature on your
property. The Preservation Ordinance applies only to
the external appearance of the property and does not
regulate zoning, land use, or interior alterations. All said
works shall comply with the Guidelines established
within this document.

Certificate of Appropriateness
When planning changes to the exterior of the property,
an owner must submit the previously mentioned
application for a Certificate of Appropriateness (COA).
If the application is approved, design review is complete
and a Certificate of Appropriateness is issued.

Findings for Design Review Decisions
Approvals, possibly with conditions or modifications,
shall be issued unless the HPC/City finds that an
application contains a proposed change that will result
in a negative impact upon the Avondale Historic District
by failing to meet the review criteria and as counter to
the intent of the Preservation Ordinance.

Other Review Procedures
Review of projects by the HPC may not be the only
review required before work may proceed. Other city
departments and boards may be requires to examine a
project for compliance with:

• Applications for each designation category are
available on the City’s website.
• Applications are directly correlated with the guidelines
outlined in the next section of this document.
• Applications are designed to be reviewed by both the
applicant and City/HPC in a “Yes/No” manner in order
to clearly delineate what is required for approval.
• With a few minor exceptions, a “no” answer means
that the proposed project is not in conformance with
the Historic District Design Guidelines.

Design Review Decisions Shall Consider:
• Consistency of the proposed change with the U.S.
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation of
Historic Properties, per the Historic District Ordinance.
• Consistency of the proposed change with the Avondale
Estates Historic District Guidelines, per the assigned
property designation (Preservation or Compatible).
• For Preservation Designation properties, degree to
which the proposed change preserves or diminishes
the contributing character and setting of the individual
building & that of adjacent and nearby historic properties
per the Guidelines
• For Compatible Designation properties, degree to
which the proposed change increases or decreases the
individual building’s compatibility with adjacent and
nearby historic properties within the district per the
Guidelines.
• For all Designations, impact upon the character and
setting of the overall historic district.

• Land use and zoning regulations

• Undue hardships as defined in the Historic Preservation
Ordinance.

• Building and fire codes

Design Review Decisions Shall Not Consider:

• Sign & Landscape Ordinances

• Subjective or personal tastes and/or preferences

• Tree Ordinance

• Property improvement or beautification appeal

Projects requiring a zoning variance should
obtain approval prior to submitting Certificate of
Appropriateness application to HPC/City.

• Economic factors related to the project
• Non-historic examples cited as reference / historic
examples from other communities
• Land use or zoning requirements
• Decisions made by a prior commission
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Demolition / Relocation
Relocation and demolition of a historically eligible house
in this neighborhood is discouraged. The HPC has the
authority to deny Certificates of Appropriateness for
demolition or relocation and a public hearing shall be
scheduled for each COA application for demolition or
relocation. Post-demolition or post-relocation plans for
the site in question must be submitted at the same time
as the submission for demolition or relocation. A COA
can not be approved without approved redevelopment
plans.
HPC must review all requests for demolition or
relocation. Upon receipt of an application for a certificate
of appropriateness for demolition or relocation, the
HPC shall use the criteria outlined on the previous page
and within the City’s Historic Preservation Ordinance to
determine whether to deny the application or issue a
COA.

Undue Hardship
Per the historic preservation ordinance, the preservation
commission shall have the power to vary or modify strict
adherence to the guidelines or interpret the meaning of
the guidelines, so as to relieve an exceptional practical
difficulty or undue hardship upon any owner of a specific
property. In granting variances, the preservation
commission may impose such reasonable and additional
stipulations and conditions as will, in its judgment, best
fulfill the purpose of the Historic Preservation Ordinance.
An undue hardship shall not be a situation of a person’s
own making. If a property owner is seeking undue
hardship, the following needs to be submitted:
• Submit quotes for project at hand with and without the
undue hardship to the HPC. This shall include pricing.
• Submit, in writing, a detailed description of how
the project at hand is an undue hardship along with a
proposed solution

Designation Change
An owner within the Historic District may petition the
HPC to reclassify their property to another designation.
The petition shall be presented to the HPC in writing
and shall state the reasons for the proposed change.
This petition shall be considered for designation change
at the next HPC meeting.
Many of the Post World War II homes within the District
are now eligible for historic designation. Owners of
these homes are encouraged to petition to change
their properties to “Preservation Designation” to have
access to local incentives and more easily access state
tax credits.

Financial Incentives
Local Incentives
Recognizing the significant contribution that property
owners within the Historic District make to maintain the
historic character of Avondale Estates, the City provides
the following financial incentives for properties classified
as Preservation Designation.
Local Incentive Text- TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

In order to receive this financial incentive the following
must be met:
• The work done shall only be for the rehabilitation,
repair, or restoration of an original exterior element of a
historic structure.
• Final approval will be granted once work is completed
and it is verified that work was followed through as
stated in the approved Certificate of Appropriateness
application.

State Incentives
The latest information, process, and application for the
State’s historic tax-credits can be found at:
https://georgiashpo.org/tax-stateprogram

State Income Tax Program: This program grants a 25
percent tax credit of qualified rehabilitation expenses
on your state income tax, capped at $100,000.
To be eligible for this tax credit the following must be
met:
• Building must be a “certified structure,” meaning
the property must be listed in, or eligible for listing
in, the National/Georgia Register of Historic Places,
either individually or as a contributing structure in a
National/Georgia Register historic district.
• The work must follow the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for Rehabilitation of Historic Properties.
• The amount of qualified expenditures must equal or
exceed the lesser of either $25,000 or 50 percent of
fair market value of the structure.
Application Process
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Process for exterior changes to properties within the
Avondale Estates Historic District:

1 Select Application

Select your application based on
the designation of the property:
Compatible
Designation

Preservation
Designation

Application Notes:
Ensure you have the right application.
You can find your designation on the City’s
website or on page 11 of this document

Sample Application Cover Page
APPLICATION FOR
PRESERVATION DESIGNATION PROPERTIES
Historic Preservation Commission
Application for Certificate of Appropriateness

DRAFT

21 North Avondale Plaza
Avondale Estates, Georgia 30002
Ph: (404)294-5400 | Fx: (404)299-8137
www.avondaleestates.org

Submit all material to: TBD

APPLICANT INFORMATION
Application Name:

Address/City/Zip Code

What to submit:

Phone:

Email:

Submission requirements TBD

LAS TO ADJUST TO ALLOW FOR
MORE INFO FROM NON-OWNER
APPLICANT

When to submit: Applications should be submitted to the
city two weeks before regularly scheduled monthly HPC meeting.
(Typically first monday of each month at 7pm. See website)

3 City/HPC Review

The applications for Preservation and Compatible Designation properties are available on the City’s website under
“Historic Preservation”. Please fill out or have your professional fill out the application based on your property designation.
For any questions, do not hesitate to contact the City Planning Department. They can work with you to ensure the
application is filled out correctly and ensure the proper supplementary documentation is being submitted.

How long will it take? TBD

Project Address:
If applicant is planning on representing the homeowner at an HPC meeting without home owner presence, a notarized
statement from the homeowner must be submitted with the application giving applicant permission to represent

Applicant Signature:

Date:

PROPOSED PROJECT

New Construction

Repair

Demolition

PRESERVATION DESIGNATION APPLICATION

Ensure that you are checking all of the
necessary boxes. Some projects will touch
more than one element. These are the
portions of the application that you will fill
out. Material should always be filled out.
You may always contact the City to ensure
you are filling out correctly.
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Submit to City

Application
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Review Process
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Process for Changes to your Property
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Please
check
boxes
that pertain
to this project
and fill
out those sections
on the subsequent pages
PLEASE
FILLthe
OUT
THEbelow
SECTION
THAT APPLIES
TO YOUR
PROPOSED
PROJECT
AREA FOR ADDITIONAL TEXT TO BE ADDED
Roof

ROOFS
Windows

Additions

P
AM

Site & Setting:
Fences, Gates, & Arbors
Retaining Walls
Paving
Apparatuses
Fixtures

S

New Accessory Dwelling Units or

Applicant

For Office

Materials (always required)
Use Only

yes no n/a
Details

yes no n/a

1. Is the
pitch or shape of Structures
the existing roof unchanged?
Entrances
Existing Accessory Dwelling Units or
2. Is a
slate roof or simulated thatch roof being maintained?
Porches
Structures
3. Is the new roofing material composite shingles, wood shingles, slate, tile?

Description of project

4. Are existing dormers being protected / maintained?

5. Are new dormers being added to the rear or rear half of the primary structure only?

A description of the project including extent.....
(NEED FEEDBACK FROM CITY/HPC)

6. Are the new dormers the same size or smaller than original dormers and align with existing dormers?
7. Is the original chimney(s) being maintained/protected?

8. If new chimney is being constructed, is it to the rear of primary structure?
9. Is the new chimney constructed of brick, stone, or true stucco?

a

Application Approved
If the application meets all of the required
conditions (i.e. material submissions, “yes”
response to all questions in application that
involve proposed work, etc.) then a Certificate of
Appropriateness will be awarded.
Applicants with an approved application are
not required to attend HPC meetings unless
applicant seeks guidance or advice on proposed
work.

b Application Denied

An application will be denied if required
conditions are not met (i.e. material submissions,
“yes” response to all questions in application
that involve proposed work, etc.). There are two
options for a denied application:

OR
Attend HPC Meeting: For applicants that

seek a variance from guideline requirements or
for unique circumstances, attendance is required
at an HPC meeting in order to discuss possible
solutions with committee and obtain potentially
obtain approval. Applicants may appeal decision by
HPC to the Board of Commissioners within thirty
(30) days of denial in the manner provided by law.

4 Submit Building Permit

Apply for a building permit. Proposed work must also comply
with existing zoning, building, sign, and landscape ordinances

yes no n/a

1. Are original porches being kept, protected, and maintained?

2. Is existing porch being repaired with materials that match the original in size and configuration?

Requiremed supplemental documentation
will depend on the extent of the work.
(NEED FEEDBACK FROM CITY/HPC)

3. Is only a side or rear porch being enclosed?

4.
If enclosing ATTACHMENTS
a side porch, is it enclosed with glazing or screen only?
REQUIRED

5. If enclosing a side porch, is screen or glazing set behind the primary railings or decorative elements?

DRAFT

6. Is a new porch being constructed?

PRESERVATION
DESIGNATION
Sample
Element
Page fromAPPLICATION
Application
7. Is the new porch on rear or rear half of the primary structure?

PLEASE FILL OUT THE SECTION THAT APPLIES TO YOUR PROPOSED PROJECT

8. Does the new porch meet the minimum required distance between two primary structures ?

Resubmit: Reasons for denial of application will

be listed in response. If these can be corrected to
meet required conditions, the application can be
resubmitted without attending an HPC meeting.

yes no n/a

PORCHES

AREA FOR ADDITIONAL TEXT TO BE ADDED

The additional pages of the application are
broken down by the elements within the
guidelines. The questions for each are set up
in a “Yes/No” manner and directly correlate
with the guidelines so that it is clear what is
expected to meet the requirements. Unless
noted, answering “No” to a question will
mean the work is not in compliance with
the Guidelines and will most likely result
in a denied application. If the applicant
anticipates this will be the case due to
unique circumstances, the applicant should
contact the Planning Department.
Space will be available at the bottom of
each page for both the applicant and
reviewer to add any supplementary
comments on the work

yes no n/a

For Office
Use Only
yes no n/a

yes no n/a

yes no n/a

Applicant

WINDOWS
ROOFS

Does
the
property
have
original
windows?
1.
Is
the
pitch
orUSE
shape
of the
existing
roof unchanged?
FOR
OFFICE
ONLY

the
project
protecting,
andbeing
maintaining
the original windows?
2. Is a
slate
roof keeping,
or simulated
thatch roof
maintained?

original
windows
are not
being kept,
protected,
or maintained.
Are all required submission
3. IsIf the
new roofing
material
composite
shingles,
wood shingles,
slate, tile?
documents
attached?
4.
Are existing
dormers being protected / maintained?

4. Are
Do proposed
windows
design,
material
of structure
the original
windows?
5.
new dormers
beingmatch
addedthe
to original
the rear size,
or rear
half of&the
primary
only?

LE

P
AM

5. Do
of the
the same
frame,size
sashes,
meeting
rails
& muttin
patterns
proposed
windows
match
6.
Are the
thedimensions
new dormers
or smaller
than
original
dormers
andof
align
with existing
dormers?
drawings that show these dimensions)
that
the original
windows?
(Provide
7. Is
theoforiginal
chimney(s)
being
maintained/protected?

S

6.
replacement
of either Single
Double
Pane
Glass?
8. Are
If new
chimney is windows
being constructed,
is it toorthe
rear of
primary
structure?

7.
are constructed
they simulated
divided
lite windows
with a spacer between the glass?
9. If
Is Double
the newPane,
chimney
of brick,
stone,
or true stucco?

8. Storm window installation: does it match the color, dimensions and rail pattern of the existing sashes?

PORCHES

9. Does storm window allow you to clearly see the original window?
1. Are original porches being kept, protected, and maintained?
10. Are new openings on the rear of the house only?
2. Is existing porch being repaired with materials that match the original in size and configuration?
3. Is only a side or rear porch being enclosed?

Comments (applicant):

Comments (Office use Only):

4. If enclosing a side porch, is it enclosed with glazing or screen only?

5. If enclosing a side porch, is screen or glazing set behind the primary railings or decorative elements?
6. Is a new porch being constructed?

7. Is the new porch on rear or rear half of the primary structure?

14
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8. Does the new porch meet the minimum required distance between two primary structures ?

WINDOWS

Application Process
yes no n/a

yes no n/a
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Secretary of Interior’s Standards
1
This page lists The Secretary of
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation
as published by the National Park
Service. The commentary as signified
with the italicized text on the next
page is provided to help clarify their
intent.
For additional information, please visit:
www.nps.gov/tps/standards/four-treatments.htm

A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be given
a new use that requires minimal change to its distinctive
materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.

Commentary- The Intent of the Standards
1 When you change the use of a building, it often requires the structure to be altered in ways that sometimes mean

historic features or material is removed. The intent of this standard is to keep compatible uses in historic buildings that
do not significantly alter the key defining character that adds to the holistic quality of Avondale Estates.

2

The historic character of a property shall be retained
and preserved. The removal of distinctive materials or
alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that
characterize a property shall be avoided.

3

Each property shall be recognized
as a physical record of its time, place, and use.

4

Changes that create a false sense of historical development,
such as adding conjectural features or elements from other
historic properties, shall not be undertaken.

5

Changes to a property that have acquired
historic significance in their own right
shall be retained and preserved.

6

Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction
techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a
property shall be preserved.

7

Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than
replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature
shall match the old in design, color, texture, and where
possible, materials. Replacement of missing features shall be
substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.

8

Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, shall be
undertaken using the gentlest means possible. Treatments
that cause damage to historic materials shall not be used.

8 Modern cleaners, strippers and other products can ruin the finish of historic materials. For example, muriatic acid and

9 Any new additions or alterations need to look visually pleasing with existing structures. New design shouldn’t exactly

9

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new
construction shall not destroy historic materials, features,
and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The
new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale
and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the
property and its environment.

10
18
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New additions and adjacent or related new construction
shall be undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in
the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic
property and its environment would be unimpaired.

2 Keep historic materials. Elements such as, but not limited to, roofs, dormers, porches, windows, doors, and materials

give meaning to the history of a structure. Removing these original elements will slowly erode the holistic manner
in which the building was originally designed. If you have historic elements, keep them if at all possible so that the
structure continues to contribute to the look and feel of Avondale Estates in scale, style, and manner intended.
3 The historic properties of Avondale Estates in conjunction with its landscape & plan, help paint a complete picture of

the original plan for the city. It is important to keep all historic elements intact so that future generations are able to
interpret the original story of the development of Avondale Estates and its evolution since.

4 If you build an addition, it does not need to match the original to the point that you cannot tell the difference. Trying

to make it look “old” would take away from the quality of the original structure and create a false sense of historicism.
Similarly, do not take design elements from other historic homes and add them to yours. That would also create a false
sense of “history” and may not fit harmoniously with the design of your home.
5 For example, an addition from over 50 years ago becomes a part of the history of property and should be treated as

such. It gains value for having survived and should be carefully considered before it is altered.
6 Keep & maintenance all of the distinctive original parts and material of your property as much as you can because

together they paint a complete picture of what the house looked like when it was built. It shows people what the
neighborhood was like and reminds us of the special, unique attractive features of Avondale Estates.
7 Take care of your property. Fix items that are broken. If you have to replace a piece, take care to replace it with the

same materials and make sure it looks the same. Often new materials can be detrimental to historic material and do
more damage than good.

harsh cleaners will etch the face of brick and damage mortar if used inappropriately. Always start with the mildest
product and test it on small parts on whatever you are working on.

replicate the original design, but should be harmonious with it when it is done. Any new work should not overpower
the original structure and should keep as much of the historic pieces of the house intact. There should be a joint or line
between the old and new work to tell the difference. New construction and additions should represent the time they
were designed and constructed. They should not have to mimic earlier styles of architecture but should be compatible
in scale, mass, & quality. Otherwise it is hard to tell the difference and future generations will won’t be able to discern
between new and old.
10 This is the concept of reversibility. Can you take the addition off and still see the original building? Can you revert or

easily rebuild back to the original or is what you are doing permanent?

Essential Preservation Concepts for Everyone
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Notable Residential Styles
Most of the historic residential buildings in Avondale
Estates exhibit some stylistic features. A building is
considered “high style” when it is a truly fine example
of a particular architectural style. There are a number of
houses in Avondale Estates that fall into this category.
The majority of the community’s dwellings, however,
are not textbook examples but rather make reference
to one or more styles. This is also part of the district’s
unique charm and each building is valued for its
individual character. As such, alterations and additions
to these structures should seek to be consistent with
the principles of the style of each structure.

20

Given the breath of the district’s resources, only some of
the most common styles of the period of significance are
referenced below. The images to the right illustrate their
variety. The district also includes superlative examples
of styles beyond the four below such as Renaissance
Revival, Prairie, and Eclectic (Mission, Tudor, Craftsman).
All homes in the district were catalogued in 2013.
Images, styles, and age information for all homes within
the District can be found on the City’s website.

Tudor Revival

English Cottage

The Tudor Revival style is well represented in the
District. This signature style commonly features steeply
pitched front gables, stucco and half-timbering, stone
accents, elaborate chimneys, decorative windows and
arched entries. Most high-style examples in the district
are two-story.

These small homes are close cousins to the Tudor and
are predominantly one-story. These “cottages” exhibit
fewer stylistic elements but typically have stonework
around the entry and multi-paned windows.

Colonial Revival

Craftsman

Dispersed throughout the District, these residences
include stylistic details such as symmetrical facades,
hipped roofs and dormers, multi-paned sashed windows,
and classical elements.

These small homes emphasize structure and material.
Typical features include, low-pitched roofs, overhanging
eaves with exposed rafters and distinctive porches.
These dwellings are typically modest.

City of Avondale Estates Historic District Guidelines

Preservation Designation Guidelines
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• The roof pitch and shape shall be protected and
maintained and shall not be removed or altered.

Roofs represent a highly visible and significant character
defining feature of any structure. At the same time,
roofs experience periodic change due to the design
life of the materials that comprise them. Roofs have
distinct design elements and materials. Primary design
elements of roofs include the pitch, shape, symmetry,
and complexity. Secondary elements can include such
items as dormers, vents, and chimneys. These design
elements are a major component of the architectural
styles found on Avondale Estates’ homes, which
feature such raked slopes, clipped gables, and eyebrow
dormers, etc..

• The roof materials of tiled and slate roofs shall be
protected and maintained.

New roof dormers
allowed on rear of
house

New Chimneys on
rear of home only

re
a
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• Other roofing materials may be replaced with
composite shingles, wood shingles, slate, tile or (when
proven historically appropriate) standing seam metal.
• All original front & side dormers shall be protected
and maintained.
• New dormers may be added on the rear of the house.
New dormers are not allowed on the front of the house.

t

• Side dormers are allowed but only on the rear half of
the house .

New dormers are not
allowed at the front of
the house

fr
on

Roofing materials on homes are significant in their
contribution to the character of the house. Uniquely,
Avondale Estates has a few homes with significant
roofing applications such as simulated thatched
roofs. Tile roofs are also prominent among revival
styles. Attention to detail--when preserving historic
roofs, changing materials, and patterning new roofs-is essential to maintaining Avondale’s early twentieth
century character.

• The roof materials of simulated thatched roofs shall
be replicated whenever reroofing.
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Roofs
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• All new dormers & new windows shall be appropriate
to the scale and style of the house. New dormer type
shall be equal to that of existing dormers on the house.
• All original chimneys shall be protected and maintained
and shall not be removed or altered.
• New chimneys shall be placed at the rear and use
brick, stone or true stucco building materials. Exterior
dimensions shall not be larger than other historic
properties along the same block.

Common Roof Types of Preservation Homes within the District

Roof Pitch

Roof Dormer Types

While not the only types, the roofs below are found throughout the district in various slopes, materials, and complexities. Their
composition is an integral piece of a homes architectural and historical integrity.

Beyond shape, the roof pitch is one of the most apparent elements
of the roof. This is the angle of the roof plane. While the roof type
of two homes may be the same, a difference in pitch will create
distinct changes in the character of the home. Ensuring that new or
existing roof elements follow the original pitch of the roof will help
maintain your home’s unique architectural character.

For new dormers, utilize the same type & design (for both
dormer & window) as existing dormers to ensure harmony
with existing architectural elements. Pay attention to existing
roof pitches, window locations, & materiality.

Front-Gabled

Side-Gabled

Cross-Gabled
Low Slope Roof
Less than 30°

Normal Slope Roof
30°- 45°
Parallel Gables

Hipped (simple)

Cross-Hipped

Gabled roof dormers are the most
common in the district given the
typical historic roof types. Other
types exist to match the specific
design, style, and scale of a home
and thus are not typically mixed &
matched.
Other common roof dormer types

Steep Slope Roof
More than 45°

hipped

22
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Porches

• All original front & side porches shall be protected,
maintained and shall not be removed or altered.

Entrances

Porches are a combination of roof, roof supports,
flooring, foundation and stylistic details. Prior to the
advent of air-conditioning, porches were used as a place
to find relief from heat. In Avondale Estates, porches
are usually integral to the facade opening and do not
stray far from the flush plane of the front of these
homes. Front porches do include a range of recessed
entries, stoops, and small entry porches, which may also
feature roofs that mirror the main roof. Larger porches
generally are located to the side and may have been
enclosed originally or quite early to become sun rooms.
Bungalow forms feature integral and proportionally
larger front porches.

• Repair original elements to the extent possible before
replacement. Any replacement pieces shall match the
original in size, configuration, materiality, and style of
the original components.

Like other openings, doors and their surrounding
elements provide important clues to the style and
history of a building and are considered to be significant
historic elements. Avondale Estates’ historic entrances
range from elaborate stone-trimmed focal points to
simple entrances with little or no trim. Entrances were
often used by designers and builders to achieve stylistic
or practical goals.

On vernacular buildings, stylistic expression is often
limited to the porch area. Because of their significance,
changes to porches should carefully consider the impact
to historic material, details, massing and proportion.
Refer to City zoning for additional measures on the
construction of a new porch.

• New porches are subject to the minimum distance
required between primary structures within zoning.

• New porches are limited to the rear or rear half of the
side elevations and should be appropriate to the scale
and style of the house.

• Porches impact lot coverage. Lot coverage shall
not exceed 40% of the total lot. This encompasses
all impervious elements including structures and site
features.
• Steps shall be constructed of stone, brick, or concrete
only and shall be compatible with the materials of the
existing structure.

• Submit detailed & dimensioned drawings of
both the existing historic doors and proposed
doors so that the HPC/City can assess whether
the replacement meets the criteria above.
• Submit detail and overall photographs of the
window(s) before removal.
• Existing non-historic windows do not have to be
drawn.
• Storm doors shall not obscure or detract from historic
doors and shall match the color and dimensions of the
door.

New openings
allowed on rear facade
of building only

• New openings are not allowed on the front and side

re
a

r

New porches
allowed on rear
or rear half of
side only

• Should a new door be required, follow the submittal
requirements below, along with any other requirements
of the COA application.

In Avondale Estates, facade entrances are often arched
(round and basket-handled) and punctuate the facade,
becoming a significant architectural element. Transoms
and sidelights are not common; however, small entry
porches are significant and usually contribute to the
architectural style of the door. When adding a new
entry to the rear facade- ensure that your design is in
harmony with these elements. The details, construction,
and material of a historic home’s entry are key to the
design intent of the architectural history of the district.

r

• Rear porches may be enclosed or removed for
additions.

• Replacement doors on the front and sides of the house
shall match the original in size, design and material of
the original door. Replacement doors at the rear of a
structure may be of a modern design.

re
a

• Side porches may be enclosed with glazing or
screening set behind the primary railings or decorative
elements. Other historic elements shall be maintained
when adding glazing or screening.

• All original doors and surrounds shall be protected
and maintained and shall not be removed or altered
unless they are beyond repair. Beyond repair means
falling apart in the opening or unable to provide a secure
opening to the structure.
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If an entry requires replacement, ensure the
design, size, and material of the replacement is
equal to that of the original.

Typical Porch Elements
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Typical Entry Components

Roof

Small Entry
Roof/Porch

Details/
Ornament

Decorative Crown/
Masonry Trim
Fixtures

Roof Support

Glazing
Porch Railing

Casing

Flooring

Door
Panel
Steps/Walls/
Foundations

Steps/Walls/
Foundations
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The window designs found in Avondale Estates reflect
its early twentieth century founding. Nearly all historic
homes have divided light sashes, often with multilight
sashes set above single light sashes. Diamond light
casement or fixed sash windows are also prominent
throughout the district. Preservation of such windows is
essential to retaining the integrity of the historic building
and preserving the character of the historic district.

• Replacement windows shall match the original
windows in dimension, design (including pane and
mutin pattern), and material. They may use double pane
glass and have true divided lites or simulated divided
lites. Simulated divided lites must include the spacer
between the glass at each mutin.
• Applying to replace windows:
• Submit detailed & dimensioned window
drawings of both the existing historic windows
and proposed windows so that the HPC/City can
assess whether the replacement windows meet
the criteria above. See diagram to the right for
typical drawings to submit.

You may find many online resources on the rehabiliation,
repair, and maintenance of historic wood windows
through the National Parks Service and the National
Trust for Historic Preservation.
The link below is a good starter for this research.
https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/9wooden-windows.htm

• Submit detail and overall photographs of the
window(s) before they are removed.
• Existing non-historic windows do not have to be
drawn.
• New openings are not allowed on the front or sides
of the house. New openings on the rear elevation are
allowed.
• Storm windows shall not obscure nor detract from the
historic windows, shall match the color, dimensions and
rail pattern of the window sash.

Typical Window Submission Drawings
Along with dimensioned plans & elevations with
material call outs, drawings (for both existing historic
and replacement windows) that will help verify the
guideline criteria will typically require dimensioned
sections for some of the elements below. It is at the
discretion of you or your professional to determine
if additional drawings will be required.

HEAD
Siding
Sheathing
Drip Cap
Casing

Header
Plaster & Lath

Casing
or Trim

Blind Stop
Parting
Bead
Stop

RAIL

Dimensioned Elevations & Plans of
Entire Window

Muntin

Sash

Single
Pane
Glazing
Storm
Window
(example of
potential
placement)

Vertical Section at Meeting Rail

RAIL

Sill

Weight
Studs
Weight
Pocket
Jamb

RAIL

Stop

Sub Sill
Sill Framing
Siding
Sheathing
Plaster
& Lath

Horizontal Section at Jamb
JAMB

Double
Pane
Glazing

SILL

Other potential drawings:
Vertical Section at Head

Vertical Section at Sill

Stool
Apron

Some Reasons to Repair Your Historic Windows Beyond the Architectural or Historical Significance

Storm Window Examples

Source: National Trust for Historic Preservation

Storm windows can go on the inside or the outside and can be constructed to be operable or fixed. Similar to a double pane window,
they provide an extra layer of glass and the air space between the two components. They provide an additional layer to reduce air
infiltration, do have some insulating qualities, and can help against solar heat gain, depending on the glass used.

Energy Savings/Cost:
•

•

•

Studies have demonstrated a historic wood window,
properly maintained, weatherstripped and with a
storm window can be just as energy efficient.
More heat is typically lost through your roof and unsinulated walls than through your windows. Adding
just 3.5 inches of insulation in your attic can save
more energy than replacing your windows.
It can take more than a human lifetime to recoup
enough money in energy savings to pay back the
cost of installing replacement windows

Sustainability:
•

•

•
•

26

Typical Window Components

STILE

Windows and their components are an integral part
of a building’s historic character. Window placement,
treatment, and design elements are often direct
reflections of original architectural style. Removal,
replacement, or reconfiguration of historic windows will
lower the integrity of a historic structure.

• All attempts should be made to protect, maintain &
repair original historic windows. Local & State financial
incentives are available for the repair & restoration
of original historic windows. Window replacement is
allowed if deemed necessary or desired by the owner.
Financial incentives are not allowed for replacement
windows. See ‘Incentives’ in the previous section.

STILE

Windows

City of Avondale Estates Historic District Guidelines

If your wood windows are more than 60 years old,
chances are that they are made of old growth, dense,
and durable wood that is now scarce. Even highquality new wood windows (except mahogany) won’t
last as long.
Keeping your existing windows reduces your carbon
footprint by not increasing carbon output through
the manufacuring of new windows.
Hiring a skilled tradesperson to repair your windows
will most likely help fuel your local/regional economy.
If a window is not able to be upcycled, it will add to
the 124 million tons of debris a year that Americans
create from demolishing buildings. That is enough
debris to construct a wall 30’ tall and 30’ thick around
the entire U.S coastline!
The graphics provided are for illustration purposes only
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• Accessory structure shall be setback at least 25’
from the main rear wall of the primary structure.
• Roof elevation of the accessory structure shall
be less than the roof elevation of the primary
structure and primary structures on laterally
adjacent properties.

28

• Additions impact lot coverage. Lot coverage shall
not exceed 40% of the total lot. This encompasses all
impervious elements including structures & site features.
• Additions shall be constructed of materials found
on the primary structure & a visible juncture shall be
provided between the new and existing.
• Additions shall be attached directly to primary
structure with an enclosed conditioned connection.
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Max height of
Primary Structures refers to
elevation from sea-level.
In no event shall
an addition exceed
this elevation
regardless of
existing grade
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even if addition is two-levels

=<

rear

front
Addition Floor Elev. < or = Existing Floor Elev.

front

addition

existing
The graphics provided are for illustration purposes only
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Max Height: Roofline of Primary Structure

Existing Finished Floor Elevation
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• The roof and the floor elevations of additions shall
never exceed the elevation of those of the Primary
Structure.
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• Shall not exceed an 80% increase of the original
footprint.
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• Additions to existing accessory structures shall abide
by New ADUs or structures guidelines for placement
fully behind or not fully behind primary structure.

pro

Max height: 24’ or Roof line of Primary Structure

ADU Floor Elev.

• Shall be secondary in scale to the primary building.
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Max height of
Primary Structures refers to
elevation from sea-level.
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• Shall be limited to rear and side elevations.

• The facade on which the garage door is placed may
face in any direction if the new accessory structure is
fully behind the Primary Structure.

• New structures impact lot coverage. Lot coverage
shall not exceed 40% of the total lot. This encompasses
all impervious elements including structures & site
features.

10’ rear & sideyard
Setback if accessory
structure is more than 20’
from Primary Structure
(per zoning)

• Expansion of historic accessory dwelling units shall
not exceed a 50% increase of the original footprint of
existing accessory structure.

• Additions are subject to the setback requirements of
the Primary Structure.
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• Accessory structure shall use materials found on the
primary structure.

• Shall be limited to rear elevations & rear half of side
elevations of the Primary Structure.

Additions to Existing Accessory Structures

• The facade on which the garage door is placed
shall not face the street unless that facade is 16’
or less.

• The total footprint of an accessory dwelling unit or
garage shall not exceed 576 square feet.

Additions in the Preservation Group shall be
visibly subservient to the original primary structure
and use materials found on the primary building.
Refer to City zoning for additional measures on the
construction of an addition.
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• Roof and floor elevations of the accessory structure
shall never exceed those of the primary structure. In no
event shall an accessory structure have a building height
exceeding 24’. See Diagram below.

Additions to Existing Primary Structures

r

• New accessory structures shall be placed fully
behind the primary structure unless all of the following
parameters are met:

New Accessory Dwelling Units or Detached Structures
in the Preservation Group shall be visibly subservient to
the original primary structure and use materials that are
found on the primary building. Refer to City zoning for
additional measures on the construction of an accessory
structure.

Additions
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New Accessory Dwelling Units or Structures
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• All constructed site & setting elements original to the
property in the front and side yard shall be protected
and maintained and shall not be removed wherever
possible.

Paving & Driveways
• In addition to historic paving materials, gravel, plain
or aggregate-finish concrete (not colored or stamped),
pervious concrete, gravel, stone, granite, brick, concrete
pavers are the only allowed paving materials.

• Only one curb cut allowed per property. Driveway
apron depth shall not extend beyond the planted buffer
in the right-of-way.
• Driveways shall be a maximum of 12’ in width
(excluding driveway apron). Width above 12’ is allowed
beyond 20’ of the front wall of the Primary Structure.
If access is from a secondary street, driveway width
above 12’ is allowed beyond the sidewall of the Primary
Structure.
• Combined driveways shall not exceed a total width
of 16’. If adjacent but not combined, a planted buffer
of not less than 4’ shall be constructed between drives
• Parking areas shall be located within the allowed
da driveway width or to the rear of the primary structure.
ry
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Front walk shall connect to
driveway or public walk on
axis
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• Front yard retaining walls shall only be placed along
public walks and/or driveways or when connecting to a
driveway from the front entry. The top of wall shall be
stepped or sloped to follow the ground plane of the
property and be visually consistent in height with existing
retaining walls (on property or adjacent properties).

• Solar Panels shall never be placed on a street-facing
facade or roof slope. (Unless on Accessory Structure)

Fixtures
• Historic markers shall be as small as possible and in
compliance with the City sign ordinance.

• Shall not be placed as a series of terraces up to the
residence or where not required by topography.

• Statutory and other art shall be located in the side
or rear yards. Front yard locations for such objects are
acceptable if there is a documented historic example of
a similar scale and placement for the property.

• Front yard retaining walls shall be less than 3’ above
grade at front of wall and no more than 6” above grade
at back of wall. Projects that require walls with a height
above 3’ shall go the HPC for review.

• Lighting attached to structure shall be equal or less
than in size and scale of existing attached fixtures.

• Front yard and side yard walls visible from the street
shall be constructed of coursed granite or random
coursed granite with flush,beaded, or raked mortar; dry
stack granite; or brick. The walls may be a veneer, but
the veneer must match the historic materials.

• Pathway lighting allowed along walks or drives only
and shall be directed away from public street.
• Pathway lighting shall be less than 2’ tall and/or less
than 2’ above the ground.

• Modern materials such as railroad tie walls, metal
panels, flagstone, synthetic stone, etc., are allowed only
in rear yards and in areas not visible from the street.
Rear yard retaining
wall not in view from
public street may be
of modern materials
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Solar Panels shall not be on a streetfacing facade or roof slope.
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Retaining Walls
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Sidewalk to remain
at same level
Driveway apron ends at
back of planted buffer

The graphics provided are for illustration purposes only
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• Permanent recreational fixtures such as pools, tennis
courts, permanent basketball courts, trampolines,
permanent bouncy houses, play structures and
large equipment, etc. shall be located in rear yards
only. Containment options shall comply with fencing
guidelines.

• In all areas not visible from the public street all fences,
gates and arbors are allowed.

Pri

20

Planted
buffer required if
adjacent to
another driveway

• Satellite dishes shall never be visible from the public
street.
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• Side yard fences, gates, and arbors are allowed.
Privacy and containment fences are allowed if set back
at least 20’ from the front wall of the house.
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• Driveways shall connect via one side of the primary
structure from the front yard or to the rear of the primary
structure from a secondary street.

• HVAC equipment must be placed in the side or rear
yard and screened with fencing or vegetation so they
are not visible from the public street.
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Secondary street
access must be
to the rear of
Primary Structure

• Front walks shall connect to the driveway. They may
connect to the public walk on axis with the front door
only if original to the property or if site constraints do
not allow for a connection to the driveway. Front walks
shall be between 3’-5’ wide.

• Front yard fences, gates and arbors are not permitted.
They were not components original to the design and
planning of Avondale Estates.
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Avondale Estates is characterized by large lush lawns
with fences relegated to side and rear yards, masonry
retaining walls addressing minor grade changes along
walks & drives, ample walks and mature vegetation,
and low visibility of potential visual intrusions - modern
elements and semipermanent fixtures. The historic
design intent was to create a neighborhood that was
integrated into “nature” with buildings connected to
the street via uninterrupted landscapes. Owners should
avoid excessive man-made fixtures and placement
of these elements should be carefully considered.
Additionally, stock modern materials (e.g. vinyl fencing,
timber retaining walls) from a home improvement center
may have a negative impact by reducing the historic
character of the setting to that of a new suburb. The
District’s landscapes, both public & private, are a hallmark
of the Avondale Estates Planned community. As such,
common sense dictates that modern elements and semipermanent fixtures are less intrusive in side and rear yards.
See City zoning for additional measures on these
elements.

Apparatuses

t

A building’s surroundings--including but not limited to
fences, enclosures, pavement, site walls, apparatuses
and fixtures--have a significant impact upon the
appearance and character of the property and its
contribution to the historic district as a whole.

Fences, Gates and Arbors
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Site & Setting

Retaining walls in
public view shall
only be of materials
listed in guidelines
above.
Wall Heights:

Max Height:
<6”
Back of Wall

Max Height: < 3’
Front of Wall

Preservation Designation Properties
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Details
Applied ornament and details represent some of the
most important stylistic elements on buildings. At the
same time, they are often the most fragile elements
and are particularly susceptible to damage, removal,
and being covered over or obscured by new exterior
treatments. Historic details should receive careful
attention during repair and rehabilitation.
Every effort should be made to preserve these historic
stylistic elements. Equally important is avoiding the
introduction of architectural styles from an earlier or
later periods of time. A major component of Avondale
Estates’ historic significance is as a planned community
using the popular revival styles of the day. Adding too
much or too little detail diminishes this significance.
Degree of ornamentation should reflect that found on
homes of similar character within the vicinity.
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Materials
• All original details-- gutters, downspouts, brackets,
fascia boards, decorative elements-- shall be protected
and maintained and shall not be removed or altered
unless they are irreparable.
• Repairs and replacement pieces shall match the
original in material, size and design.
• New detail elements that are not part of the original
design shall not be installed unless these elements are
necessary to protect and maintain the integrity of a
home.

Exterior facades and details convey information about
history and style for both the building and district.
Exterior treatments come in a broad variety of materials
with different methods of applique depending on the
building system. Poorly conceived changes in historic
exteriors may result in structural damage and aesthetic
damage. In masonry walls, for example, paint and
coatings hold moisture in the masonry wall which can
cause issues on the interior of the building. Painting
masonry is most often a permanent change to a building
facade and is difficult to reverse.
Avondale Estates’ homes have a rich diversity of
materials, including wood, stone, brick, stucco, shingles,
etc. These materials are prominently displayed and
integral to the architectural style of most buildings.
Prominent, high-style homes feature more diversity of
materials; whereas, the small cottages and bungalows
tend to use one material extensively and rely upon
pattern (use of the material) to accentuate the structure.
Taking care of the materials and being sensitive to
how they are repaired and/or replaced is important to
maintaining the district.

The graphics provided are for illustration purposes only

• Original exterior finishes and structural members-including but not limited to foundations, siding, brick,
stone, gutters, downspouts, brackets, fascia boards,
railings and steps--shall be protected and maintained
and shall not be removed or altered.
• Repair original elements to the extent possible before
replacement. Any replacement components shall match
the original in size, configuration and materiality of the
original components.
• Unpainted brick and stone shall remain uncoated.
• No new synthetic materials may be used on the original
portions of the Preservation Designation properties.
Repair all components with the same material. For
example, repair wood with wood, brick with brick, stone
walls with stone.
• All new ADUs and Additions shall be constructed of
materials found on the original home.

Preservation Designation Properties
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New Accessory Dwelling Units or Structures
• New accessory structures shall be placed fully
behind the primary structure unless all of the following
parameters are met:
• Accessory structure shall be setback at least 25’
from the main rear wall of the primary structure.
• Roof elevation of the accessory structure shall
be less than the roof elevation of the primary
structure and primary structures on laterally
adjacent properties.

• Additions shall be attached directly to primary
structure with an enclosed conditioned connection.
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Max height of
Primary Structures refers to
elevation from sea-level.
In no event shall
an addition exceed
this elevation
regardless of
existing grade
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even if addition is two-levels
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front
Addition Floor Elev. < or = Existing Floor Elev.

front

addition

existing
The graphics provided are for illustration purposes only
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Max Height: Roofline of Primary Structure

Existing Finished Floor Elevation
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• Additions impact lot coverage. Lot coverage shall
not exceed 40% of the total lot. This encompasses all
impervious elements including structures & site features.
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(lesser of the two)
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Max height: 24’ or Roof line of Primary Structure
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• The roof and the floor elevations of additions shall
never exceed the elevation of those of the Primary
Structure.
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rear

• Additions to existing accessory structures shall abide
by New ADUs or structures guidelines for placement
fully behind or not fully behind primary structure
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• Shall be secondary in scale to the primary building

• Shall not exceed an 80% increase of the original
footprint.

See zoning for
accessory structures
less than 20’ from the
primary structure

25

ADU Floor Elev.

• Shall be limited to rear and side elevations

• The facade on which the garage door is placed may
face in any direction if the new accessory structure is
fully behind the Primary Structure.

• New structures impact lot coverage. Lot coverage
shall not exceed 40% of the total lot. This encompasses
all impervious elements including structures & site
features.

10’ rear & sideyard
setback if accessory
structure is more than 20’
from Primary Structure
(per zoning)

• Expansion of accessory dwelling units shall not exceed
a 50% increase of the original footprint of existing
accessory structure.

• Additions are subject to the setback requirements of
the Primary Structure.
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• Accessory structure shall use materials found on the
primary structure. For example, if the exterior of the
original structure has a combination of brick, stucco, and
wood siding, the design of the new accessory structure
shall include these materials.

• Shall be limited to rear elevations & rear half of side
elevations of the Primary Structure.

Additions to Existing Accessory Structures

• The facade on which the garage door is placed
shall not face the street unless that facade is 16’
or less.

• The total footprint of an accessory dwelling unit or
garage shall not exceed 576 square feet.

Additions in the Compatible Group shall be visibly
subservient to the original primary structure and
use materials found on the primary building.
Refer to City zoning for additional measures on the
construction of an addition.
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• Roof and floor elevations of the accessory structure
shall never exceed those of the primary structure. In no
event shall an accessory structure have a building height
exceeding 24’.

Additions to Existing Primary Structures
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New Accessory Dwelling Units or Detached Structures
in the Compatible Group shall be visibly subservient to
the original primary structure and use materials that are
found on the primary building. Refer to City zoning for
additional measures on the construction of an accessory
structure.

Additions

Compatible Designation Properties
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• Constructed site & setting elements original to
the property should be protected and maintained if
possible.

Paving & Driveways
• In addition to historic paving materials, gravel, plain
or aggregate-finish concrete (not colored or stamped),
pervious concrete, gravel, stone, granite, brick, concrete
pavers are the only allowed paving materials.

• Only one curb cut allowed per property. Driveway
apron depth shall not extend beyond the planted buffer
in the right-of-way.
• Driveways shall be a maximum of 12’ in width
(excluding driveway apron). Width above 12’ is allowed
beyond 20’ of the front wall of the Primary Structure.
If access is from a secondary street, driveway width
above 12’ is allowed beyond the sidewall of the Primary
Structure.
• Combined driveways shall not exceed a total width
of 16’. If adjacent but not combined, a planted buffer
of not less than 4’ shall be constructed between drives
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• Front yard retaining walls shall only be placed along
public walks and/or driveways or when connecting to a
driveway from the front entry. The top of wall shall be
stepped or sloped to follow the ground plane of the
property and be visually consistent in height with existing
retaining walls (on property or adjacent properties).

• Solar Panels shall never be placed on a street-facing
facade or roof slope. (Unless on Accessory Structure)

Fixtures
• Historic markers shall be as small as possible and in
compliance with the City sign ordinance.

• Shall not be placed as a series of terraces up to the
residence or where not required by topography.

• Statutory and other art shall be located in the side
or rear yards. Front yard locations for such objects are
acceptable if there is a documented historic example of
a similar scale and placement for the property.

• Front yard retaining walls shall be less than 3’ above
grade at front of wall and no more than 6” above grade
at back of wall. Projects that require walls with a height
above 3’ shall go the HPC for review.

• Lighting attached to structure shall be equal or less
than in size and scale of existing attached fixtures.

• Front yard and side yard walls visible from the street
shall be constructed of coursed granite or random
coursed granite with flush,beaded, or raked mortar; dry
stack granite; or brick. The walls may be a veneer, but
the veneer must match the historic materials.

• Pathway lighting allowed along walks or drives only
and shall be directed away from public street.
• Pathway lighting shall be less than 2’ tall and/or less
than 2’ above the ground.

• Modern materials such as railroad tie walls, metal
panels, flagstone, synthetic stone, etc., are allowed only
in rear yards and in areas not visible from the street.
Rear yard retaining
wall not in view from
public street may be
of modern materials
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Solar Panels shall not be on a streetfacing facade or roof slope.
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Retaining Walls
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Sidewalk to remain
at same level
Driveway apron ends at
back of planted buffer

The graphics provided are for illustration purposes only
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• Permanent recreational fixtures such as pools, tennis
courts, permanent basketball courts, trampolines,
permanent bouncy houses, play structures and
large equipment, etc. shall be located in rear yards
only. Containment options shall comply with fencing
guidelines.

• In all areas not visible from the public street all fences,
gates and arbors are allowed.

Pri
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Planted
buffer required if
adjacent to
another driveway

• Satellite dishes shall never be visible from the public
street.
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• Side yard fences, gates, and arbors are allowed.
Privacy and containment fences are allowed if set back
at least 20’ from the front wall of the house.
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• Parking areas shall be located within the allowed
driveway width or to the rear of the primary structure.
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• Driveways shall connect via one side of the primary
structure from the front yard or to the rear of the primary
structure from a secondary street.

• HVAC equipment must be placed in the side or rear
yard and screened with fencing or vegetation so they
are not visible from the public street.
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Secondary street
access must be
to the rear of
Primary Structure

• Front walks shall connect to the driveway. They may
connect to the public walk on axis with the front door
only if original to the property or if site constraints do
not allow for a connection to the driveway. Front walks
shall be between 3’-5’ wide.

• Front yard fences, gates and arbors are not permitted.
They were not components original to the design and
planning of Avondale Estates.
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Avondale Estates is characterized by large lush lawns
with fences relegated to side and rear yards, masonry
retaining walls addressing minor grade changes along
walks & drives, ample walks and mature vegetation,
and low visibility of potential visual intrusions - modern
elements and semipermanent fixtures. The historic
design intent was to create a neighborhood that was
integrated into “nature” with buildings connected to
the street via uninterrupted landscapes. Owners should
avoid excessive man-made fixtures and placement
of these elements should be carefully considered.
Additionally, stock modern materials (e.g. vinyl fencing,
timber retaining walls) from a home improvement center
may have a negative impact by reducing the historic
character of the setting to that of a new suburb. The
District’s landscapes, both public & private, are a hallmark
of the Avondale Estates Planned community. As such,
common sense dictates that modern elements and semipermanent fixtures are less intrusive in side and rear yards.
See City zoning for additional measures on these
elements.

Apparatuses

t

A building’s surroundings--including but not limited to
fences, enclosures, pavement, site walls, apparatuses
and fixtures--have a significant impact upon the
appearance and character of the property and its
contribution to the historic district as a whole.

Fences, Gates and Arbors
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Site & Setting

Retaining walls in
public view shall
only be of materials
listed in guidelines
above.
Wall Heights:

Max Height:
<6”
Back of Wall

Max Height: < 3’
Front of Wall

Compatible Designation Properties
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Porches

Front porch

New porches in the Compatible Designation may occur
on all elevations provided they adhere to the following
parameters. Refer to City zoning for additional measures
on the construction of a new porch.

• Existing porches may be replaced; Porch roofs shall be
compatible in shape and pitch with existing structure.
• Front steps shall be constructed only of stone, brick,
or concrete.
• Front porches shall not be enclosed.
• Front porch design shall be compatible in mass &
scale to existing primary structure.
• A front porch with a roof shall not encroach into the
required front yard setback as required by zoning.
• A front porch without a roof and open to the air on at
least three sides shall not encroach more than 10 feet
into a required front yard setback.

Side porch
• Side porch design shall be compatible in mass & scale
to the existing primary structure.
• May be enclosed with glazing, screening or solid
enclosure. Solid enclosures must meet Additions
guidelines.

Rear porch

Other Elements

Roofs

Specific guidelines for existing roofs, windows,
entrances, and details are delineated for homes with a
Preservation Designation due to their status as protected
contributing historic structures and their ability to access
financial incentives. While some are eligible for historic
designation, homes within the Compatible Designation
are not protected. As such, the intent of the Compatible
Designation guidelines is to ensure that these structures
contribute to the overall mass, scale, and site character
of the District.

• Try to match dormer type and design for new dormers.
Front dormers may disrupt the mass & scale of the home
if not originally present.

While the elements mentioned above do not have
required guidelines for Compatible Designation,
it is recommended that updates, renovations, and
restorations be approached with the same care as
Preservation homes. This will ensure that your home
maintains its own historic and architectural integrity.
This is especially true for many of the mid-century
homes found within the District. As such, a few
recommendations are provided to aid in your project

• Existing roof pitch & shape should be preserved.

Windows & Entrances
• Try to maintain existing windows & entrances to retain
the architectural integrity of the home. Replacement
windows should match the original design, material, and
style of original structure.
• Ensure new openings align with the spacing and
rhythm of other openings on your home.

Details
• The original details are some of the most unique
aspects of a home. Keep and protect these as much as
possible.
• Do not add new detail elements that try to mimic
that of the original design of the home or other historic
homes. If new details are added, ensure the design and
materiality is in harmony and subservient to the original
home design.

• May be enclosed or removed for additions.

Materials
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New porches
allowed on all
facades

Examples of some inappropriate material uses
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Plywood as exterior cladding

• New structures on Compatible Design properties
may include all materials listed in the Preservation
Designation section with additional contemporary
materials such as metal panels, smooth cementitious
lapboard, flat roofs, and larger scale bricks, etc.
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Typical Porch Components
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Existing front porches may be replaced or
redesigned. However, a new porch should be
compatible with the scale, mass, & design of the
existing structure. Ensure your architect is paying
close attention to these elements when applicable:

• Completely new structures shall be of their own time
period.

Vinyl siding & windows

• New roofs shall be of the same material as the original
home or of materials listed within the Preservation
Designation roof section.
• Inappropriate and, therefore, forbidden materials
for all elements include vinyl siding, EIFS, plastic, vinyl
windows, OSB, Plywood as an exterior cladding, board
and batten systems

Roof
Details/
Ornament
EIFS

Roof Support
Porch Railing
Flooring
Steps/Walls/
Foundations
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• Front yard: 40’, unless the average front setback for
other Primary Structures along the same side of the
street is more than 5’ from stated setback. If so, the
new primary structure shall be setback at that average
distance.

Center of building width shall
align within 10% of the center
of lot.
(Does not mean front door)

• Side yard: 12’

Primary front wall shall be on
front yard setback line.
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• Rear Yard: 35’

Placement:
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• The New Primary structure shall be at the “frontcenter” of the property. This means:
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• The front of the new primary structure shall be
placed on or within 5’ (inward to the property) of
the front yard setback line. A porch without a roof
and open to the air on three sides may project up
to 10 feet beyond the front setback line.
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• Front of the new building shall face the primary
public street.
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• The new primary structure shall be nearlycentered along the front yard setback line (within
10% of center).
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New homes shall follow parameters provided within this
sheet along with the guidelines for other components
described within the Compatible Designation group, if
applicable. Refer to City zoning for additional measures
on New Home Construction.

Setback:

re
a

New Home Construction

• Lot coverage shall not exceed 40% of the total lot.
This encompasses all impervious elements including
structures & site features.
• Footprint of the new primary structure shall nearly
match within 10% and never exceed that of the original
footprint of historic primary structures within the same
side of the street block.

Scale & Mass:
• The roof elevation of the new primary structure shall
not exceed 1.5x the average roof elevation of primary
structures on laterally adjacent properties. See diagram.
• In addition to those measures, a new home shall
have a maximum height of 28’ measured vertically from
lowest visible point of the facade fronting the street to
the highest point of the roof line.
• Floor levels shall match within 2’ of at least one of the
laterally adjacent structures unless there are significant
grade constraints.

All roof elevations to
be measured from
lowest point of front
facade to highest
point of roof line

Max height (lesser of the two below)
28’ OR ([Roof Elev. A + Roof Elev B] / 2) * 1.25
1
2

Roof Elev. A

laterally adjacent property

Roof Elev. B

New structure property

laterally adjacent property

• Attached garages shall not face the street.
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The City of Avondale Estates Historic District Guideline Update
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Preservation Division of the Georgia Department of Natural
Resources. However, the contents, opinions, and recommendations
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of policies of the Department of the Interior or the Georgia
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any program, activity, or facility as described above, or if you desire
further information, please write to: Office for Equal Opportunity,
National Park Service, 1849 C Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20240

Designed by:

PRESERVATION

ELEMENT

COMPATIBLE

Tier I

Tier II

Tier III

Pitch & Shape

"

"

-

Roof Materials

"

"

-

"

"/*

-

"

"

-

SAME: "

NEW: *

REMOVED: -

Notes:

Roofs

Dormers
Chimneys

Only change to dormers for Tier II is that no new front dormers
allowed. In line with sec. of int. standards & this kind of element has an
effect on mass/scale along with look & feel of district (being able to tell
what is old and what is new)

-

Porches
Front Porches

"

"

"/-

Removed historicist requirement for Tier III / New Construction

"

"

"/-

Removed historicist requirement for Tier III / Existing sideporches for
Tier II may not be solid enclosed - This is not new but a clarification
based on unclear language to meet additions requirements

-

"

"/-

"

"/*

"/-

Removed historicist requirement for Tier III / New porches nearly the
same for Tier II except new side porch limited to rear-half

-

-

"/-

Window preservation encouraged but replacement now allowed for
Tier I & II. Removed Tier III historicist requirements

"

"

"/-

Removed historicist requirement for Tier III / New Construction

"/-

"/-

"/-

Removed need to "nearly match historic examples" in Tier I. Tier II only
allowed in rear for consistency in treatment

Side Porch
Rear Porch
New Porch
Windows
Existing Windows
Replacement Windows
New Windows
Entrances
Front Doors/Surrounds

"

"

-

Removed historicist requirement for Tier III / New Construction

Side Doors/Surrounds

"

"/*

-

Side doors/surrounds to be preserved for Tier II for consistency

"/-

"/-

"/-

Replacement Doors

"/-

"/-

-

New Doors

"/-

"/-

-

"

"

-

Same for Tier I & II, language was just clarified. Tier III is shifting to
more focus on materials that are NOT allowed.

"

"

-

Same for Tier I & II, language was just clarified. Tier III is shifting to
more focus on materials that are NOT allowed.

"/*

"/*

"/*

Footprint based on neighboring structures removed. Reduced to 80%
max of primary structure footprint along with not being taller than
original structure for Mass & Scale reasons across all three

"

"

"/*

Tier III floor elevation requirement removed. Location of addition equal
for all three now for Mass & scale purposes

"/*

"/*

"/*

Rear Doors/Surrounds

Removed need to "nearly match historic examples" in Tier I. Tier II
new doors would now only be allowed in rear for consistency in
treatment
Removed need for rear doors to match original for Tier I & II. Removed
historicist requirements for new windows/storm doors/ etc. for Tier III

Materials
Materials
Details
Details
Additions

Size
Location
ADU's

Size

Clear guidelines on mass and scale created. The same across the
board. Removed historicist requirements

Site/Setting
"/-

"/-

"/-

(Mentioned in other sections). Remains largely the same but its
language now matches zoning which allows for 40% coverage
including all structures and impervious site elements. (Current
guidelines state 35% but only for structures)

"/-

Clear guidelines on front yard/sideyard elements(trying to reinforce the
garden suburb look & feel with flexibility). Rear yard remains flexible.
Most elements remain the same but with language clarified and
updates to elements that affect mass/scale.More flexibility on lighting.
The same across the board. Removed historicist requirements

Lot Coverage

"/-

"/-

Site Setting
New Construction
*

Clear guidelines on Mass & Scale in relation to
height/placement/footprint of other primary structures

2020 Proposed Historic Preservation Commission Guidelines Questions and Answers
What was the purpose of updating the HPC Guidelines?
The Board of Mayor and Commissioners (BOMC) charged City Staff with revising the Guidelines to be more objective than
subjective, to organize them to be more understandable and consumable for the community, and to revisit and clarify the
regulations around roofs, windows, doors, and WWII homes. Further, the City applied for and received a grant from the
State to do just that. The grant specifies that the Guidelines would be improved and remain consistent with our
ordinance, which stipulates that the Secretary of Interior Standards should be adhered to. This is the construct that we
have worked under along with the scope of the grant.
How did you arrive at your recommendations?
With support from the consulting team of LAS, the City Staff studied the ordinance, the current guidelines, the original
application for historic designation, the Secretary of Interior Standards, and cross-referenced that with the draft
guidelines currently under development. We received feedback from the BOMC, the Avondale Estates Historic
Preservation Commission, Historic Preservation Division of Georgia, and the community. We had two online community
surveys. We specifically asked participants if they lived in the historic district to ensure that we had adequate
representation from inside the district. The first survey had 126 responses, with 83 saying they lived in the district. The
second had 104 responses, with 74 saying they lived in the district. To address one of your concerns upfront, we had only
a few comments on the current guidelines' stringency. Comments were concentrated around the review process and lack
of consistency and clarity of the current Guidelines.
Can you strengthen the language that explains the rationale and purpose behind the Guidelines?
Yes.
Are the Preservation Homes (Tier I and Tier II) homes eligible for historic designation on their own, or only as contributing
structures to the historic district?
The Tier I and Tier II homes would almost always be considered historic in their own right and be designated as such.
How do we define a historic home?
Factors that define a historic home include age, architectural integrity, unique features that reflect the district's historical
period, whether it has changed significantly since original construction, whether it is contributing to the National Register
Nomination, and the judgment and rational from architectural historians. The 2013 assessment help determine the tier
classification system.
Is the goal strict preservation of building materials and structures like a museum capturing the construction techniques of
an era like Williamsburg, Virginia, or is it to manage change so that renovations and new structures contribute to the
neighborhood's essential character?
These Guidelines are not preserving a historic museum. The Guidelines advocated for the preservation of the town plan,
the landscape features and architectural integrity of homes to the greatest extent possible. The goal is to manage change
so that renovations do not unnecessarily remove historic character and fabric and ensure that new structures contribute
to the neighborhood’s essential character.
Our Guidelines follow the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. This type of treatment is the least restrictive
and meant to be flexible. Rehabilitation allows for new construction and renovation of preservation homes to be
HPC Guidelines FAQ
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2020 Proposed Historic Preservation Commission Guidelines Questions and Answers
upgraded and changed to accommodate contemporary use – while keeping intact as much as possible of what gives the
place its character. Our guidelines focus almost entirely on the houses' public facing façades and not the entire building.
Other treatments govern places like Williamsburg or Old Salem. According to the Department of the Interior, there are
four types of "treatments" for historic resources: 1. Rehabilitation, 2. Preservation, 3. Reconstruction, 4. Restoration.
Avondale Estate's Guidelines are based on Rehabilitation. The other three treatments are not relevant in Avondale but are
to places like Williamsburg. Restoration, for example, is the strictest treatment and involves taking a property back to a
specific point in time (in Williamsburg's case, the 18th-century colonial period) even to the point of demolishing/removing
structures that date from later periods, and that also have historic significance.
Does being old alone make a structure historic and worthy of meticulous preservation?
Being old alone does not make a structure historic. The ±164 homes identified as Tier I and Tier II in a previous study are
mostly intact. Although age is one factor in their designation, it is not the only one.
As described in the question above, the Proposed Avondale Estates Historic Guidelines use Rehabilitation standards as
their foundation. They are designed to be flexible and not meticulous preserved.
Does combining Tier I and Tier II into one category create fewer restrictions for the ±164 homes designated as
contributing?
The proposed changes for almost all homes would be considered less restrictive than the current Guidelines. Attached is a
comparison table that might help you too see changes.
Why is the LAS team recommending that the Tier I and Tier II homes be re-evaluated?
The LAS team is recommending that ±164 Tier 1 and Tier II homes be re-evaluated before the new Guideline are launched
to verify and justify the most appropriate category -Preservation or Compatible designation for contributing homes. The
reevaluation process is also an opportunity to build a more robust database of what makes these historic homes historic
for future decision-makers.
It is also important to note that the ordinance allows the HPC to change the category of a house, meaning that one of the
±164 contributing homes could be moved from Preservation to Compatible Designation or visa versa at the request of a
homeowner and with the approval of the HPC. This provision within the City's ordinance also means that a homeowner of
a post WW2 home could request the BOMC designate their home as a preservation home if historically eligible. Redesignation would give them access to state tax credits potential local incentives.
Suppose the owner of a Post WW2 home was to request being designated as a preservation home. Is there a required
underlying basis for that designation– since the "period of significance" is established as 1924-41? Would the National
and/or Local designation need to be updated to recognize that resources from 1941 – c. 1970?
The designation of properties is based on the local district and not the national district. Based on LAS's reading of the AE
ordinance definitions for historic districts (5-271), historic properties (5-272), and classification systems (5-281/82), LAS
did not see a conflict for owner's with historically eligible buildings within the established district to petition for a
designation change. Furthermore, 1) It does not impact other property owners, 2) it is really only to help bolster
appreciation and preservation of these homes, 3) gives the homeowners that do apply a way to receive advantages and 4)
could help set a precedent/case down the road for formally including these properties.
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What can be accomplished with zoning?
Lot coverage, size and scale of the homes and ADUs, and placement on the site can and will be accomplished with zoning
and the revised Guidelines. If a requirement applies citywide or throughout a district regardless of the designation of the
home, the team has recommended including that requirement as a zoning regulation. Another distinction is that the
acceptable rationale for varying the zoning code is much stricter than Guidelines which are by design flexible. Additionally,
a final decision on an appeal to an HPC decision is made by the BOMC. A final decision on an appeal from the Board of
Adjustment is the DeKalb County Superior Court and not the BOMC.
What can only be accomplished through historic preservation design Guidelines?
Every design guideline could be a regulation in the zoning code. However, the design Guidelines allow you to differentiate
more effectively between those homes that are contributing and those that are not so that you are not trying to preserve
or protect that which is not historic.
Why are you using words such as “should” instead of “must”?
While LAS strove to make the intent and expectations clear, these Guidelines are not regulations.
Does the eclectic mix of architecture styles make architecture irrelevant to the Historic District?
Our research found that the original application was built and approved based on three pillars: Planning, Landscape
Architecture/Site Design, and Architecture.
While we initially thought that perhaps, the homes' architecture was not central to the historic designation and that the
Guidelines might focus more on the site and scale, that initial thought did not turn out to be accurate. The ±164
contributing structures are a vital part of the application. When you reflect on the historic homes, the value of those
homes' architecture to the community seems obvious. So much of what makes Avondale uniquely Avondale is its
architecture and its relationship to site/landscape.
How are you protecting the essential elements of our community listed below?
1. A strong relationship between the homes and the street articulated by front doors, windows, and porches.
2. The scale and placement of buildings
3. Maintained and restored parks and pedestrian paths
4. Streets that include traffic islands, verges, canopy trees, and sidewalks
The Guidelines address points 1 and 2. We are attempting to reinforce a strong connection between the fronts of homes
and the streets through the scale and placement of buildings and the site elements between the building and street.
Points 3 and 4 are within the public right of way and will most certainly remain protected and maintained by the City and
not through these Guidelines.
What is the rationale for limiting retaining wall to 3'?
This is a mass and scale parameter. Most existing walls within the district are less than 3'. To allow for unique
circumstances, LAS has added language that walls higher than 3' would need to go to the HPC for review.
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Do the proposed Guidelines provide more flexibility for replacing versus repairing windows, doors, and materials?
Yes. The proposed Guidelines encourage homeowners to repair windows and doors and provide options for replacement
windows.
Should requirements for the handling of front doors and windows be the same?
The Guidelines allow for windows to be replicated when replaced. Doors are typically much harder to replicate, given
their detailing and material. Doors could be excellent candidates for the local incentive (and awards!)
When can doors and windows be replaced instead of repaired?
Doors: When beyond repair.
Windows: While repair/restoration is encouraged, windows can be replaced if desired and reviewed by HPC.
Who can prepare detailed dimensioned drawings of existing and proposed window replacement?
Architect, Draftsperson, or Manufacturer.
Would you have to disassemble the existing window or door to get detailed measurements?
No
Would detailed photos for existing conditions of windows be acceptable instead of drawings?
Photographs do help (material, color), but drawings are needed to be able to compare the dimensions and size of new
and old mutin size, pattern, meeting rails and stiles. Providing detailed drawings should not be onerous since a
manufacturer must know the dimensions before replacing the windows.
Storm doors and windows are new elements and removable, and should they be distinct?
Since these elements are being placed directly on an existing element, the standard practice is not to take away from the
historic structure's look & feel. Using the same color and fitting with the existing dimensions allows them to fade to the
background. They are distinct from the historic element due to their material/construction. They do not require custom
colors although it is preferred to be a close of a match in color as possible.
What is the rationale for requiring 6' privacy fences to be set back at least 20'from the front wall of the home?
The 6' privacy fences are counter to the open and feel of the community. Border fences shorter than 4' are allowed up to
the front wall and appropriate for camouflaging HVAC units.
Adding gables is a way to expand the living area, a renovation that could preclude a teardown. Could gables that are
compatible with the architectural style of the home be considered?
Only Preservation Designation structures will be prohibited from the addition of gables on the front of the house. This
guideline maintains the appearance, integrity, and scale of the historic structure and its roof. Under the revised
Guidelines, the entire back half of a Preservation home roof is allowed to be removed and rebuilt so long as it does not
exceed the height of the roof. There are plenty of ways to expand a home with side and rear dormers and additions. Front
Gables may be added to Compatible Designation structures.
HPC Guidelines FAQ
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Is the Required 4' planted buffer between adjacent driveways necessary?
LAS has updated the Guidelines not to require a landscape strip. To reduce the physical and visual impact found in some
shared driveways, the Guidelines will recommend "shared driveways have a max width of 16' within the Front Yard".
Why not allow for a series of terraces up to the residence?
This language is from the existing Guidelines and is consistent with the typical placement of the district's walls and
character. The walls found beyond walks & drives tend to relate to the connections to entries and qualify as part of
open/unroofed porches allowed to encroach within the setback (10') by zoning.
The Guidelines intend to reinforce the character of the community. Avondale Estates is characterized by large lush front
lawns that flow from one lawn to the other with minimal obstructions, based on the "garden suburb" ideals. By design,
these visually connected landscaped front yards are very intentionally an extension of nature. Man-made structures are
depressed and less prominent position in the landscape to allow for the rolling vistas that define the landscape character
of Avondale Estates.
Why should front yard retaining walls be placed only along public walks and driveways?
To keep and reinforce the rolling vistas that define the landscape character of Avondale Estates.
Historic district. LAS has updated language to clarify that walls necessary to connect a front walk to a driveway are
allowed.
How are elevations for Accessory Dwelling Unit’s (ADU) and new home construction measured and how does topography
impact the measurements?
For additions and ADU’s, max heights are all relative to the height of the Primary structure (or laterally adjacent Primary
structures, when applicable). The highest point of the roof line of the primary structure is used the max height. This
means that regardless of grade, the new construction cannot be higher than that elevation based on sea-level (or an
overall height of 24' from grade of the front facing facade for ADU's). We have added clarifying language in the
Guidelines. For new home construction, the height of the new building will be measured vertically from the lowest visible
point of the façade facing the street to the top of the roof line.
What does "enclosed conditioned connection" mean?
Conditioned is a building code term for a cooled or heated space. This provision was created to close a loophole in which
additions were constructed as separate structures but connected via an open-air connection. This loophole resulted in
ADU-like structures that were the size of additions.
When an applicant is renovating or rebuilding Mid-century homes by expanding into a carport or garage on the front
façade, how can the Guidelines better address the proliferation of front-yard parking pads that are inconsistent with the
historic character of Avondale Estates?
These houses are the exception and not the rule and should go in front of HPC for review. The Guidelines address the
most common conditions but cannot address every unique situation.
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Are we addressing commercial properties?
The Tudor Village is within the Historic District. Any changes would be presented and discussed with the HPC.
Why discourage front porches that appear to enhance the home's relationship to the street and are consistent with the
original vision for the neighborhood as a walkable place?
The ±164 Preservation homes would be restricted from adding front porches if not part of the home's original design. The
±353 Compatible homes would not be restricted from adding a porch. The professional recommendation from LAS is
facades of the historic homes need to be protected to retain the City's historical character, facades of the historic houses
need to be protected, which is in line with the Secretary of Interiors Standards.
Would allowing roofed porches in the front yard setback encourage community interaction, an important goal when the
City was developed?
An unroofed and open porch encroaching in the setback up to 10' - which is allowed - would present the same
opportunities to encourage interaction.
Why are the Guidelines not maintaining the 40' setback in every area of the district and allowing open porches to be
building in the front yard by 10-12'?
The proposed front yard setback is 40', which is the historic norm. The Guidelines include language to allow for a different
setback in a few places where the prevailing average is not 40'. Open porches are allowed on compatible properties
within the front yard setback (per zoning) regardless of location.
Why not allow roofed but open front porches to encroach into the front yard setback since it seems to keep with the
community's original vision?
Non-roofed/open porches are currently allowed to encroach into the setback 10' per zoning. The encroachment of a roof
into the setback is not permitted by zoning. Allowing roofed porches could also disrupt the mass and scale overtime of the
historic setback and maybe a slippery slope given structural components/construction requirements that some
homes/sites may require. Typically, the styles in the Preservation category have distinct roof types that are part of the
massing, proportion, and structure. The addition of a roofed front porch would be difficult to add without significantly
altering the character of the home.
While not optimal, new front roofed porches are allowed for Compatible Designation homes. However, the roofed
portion cannot encroach into the setback area.
When making it too onerous to update a home, are we encouraging teardowns and the loss of smaller homes?
The assumption built into this question is that renovation cost and the hassle of meeting the Guidelines are the driving
reasons for tearing down smaller homes. In our experience, people take down smaller houses to build bigger homes,
because they want bigger homes. Most developers will tell you that the sale price determines whether it makes financial
sense to tear down and build new or expand the original footprint.
Further, the Guidelines and the zoning address the size and scale of new construction and additions to keep new
construction more in keeping with the historic character. Interestingly, if you wanted to save smaller homes as suggested
in the question, you would protect them so that it was difficult to tear them down. Our Guidelines are not that restrictive.
HPC Guidelines FAQ
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Is it a different approach for "Compatible" properties and new construction?
It is a different approach for Compatible properties since they are not being governed for their historic contribution but
more on mass/scale- therefore, it is difficult to assert any protections over their detailing / architectural elements.
How many homes in our district have qualified for or received historic preservation grants?
All historically eligible homes qualify that are trying to rehabilitate /restore/repair. Although the HPC tells applicants about
the tax incentives, the City staff has not tracked the use of the funds or provided technical assistance to applicants to
encourage the use of these funds. Proactively supporting and providing information for eligible applicants is an
opportunity to build an even stronger City and further reduce any additional burden from being designated a Preservation
home.
How can we address the additional financial burden that homeowners of Preservation Category homes bear outside of
the State Tax Credit?
LAS has recommended the BOMC establish a small annual grant fund to help offset the additional cost for retaining a
preservation home and encouraging repair rather than replace. Based on feedback from the community, preservation
homeowners often feel the financial burden and the additional hassle associated with maintaining homes to benefit the
community-at-large. A small grant program would go a long way to making them feel valued.
Funding a grant program is a decision of the BOMC. By way of example, the City currently receives an average of 35-40
applications a year. If the City were to capitalize the fund at an annual level of $30,000, select projects that fully adhere to
the Guidelines or that repair rather than replace elements would be eligible grant recipients. Grants could cover up to
10% of the eligible project cost or $2,000, whichever is less.
Are the commentary notes included in the Guidelines more restrictive than the Secretary of Interior standards?
No. These notes are based on LAS's extensive history working within the Secretary of Interior standards and explaining the
standards more clearly.
How are we going to ensure that property owners know about the proposed changes?
The City has led an extensive public engagement process that included three presentations on the proposed Guidelines.
The staff has sent out reminders through our email newsletter. The proposed Guidelines have been posted to our website
for more than a month. Additionally, if the BOMC decides to fund and authorize a reevaluation of the Tier I and Tier II
homes, the staff will reach out to the community to alert them of the evaluation and the results.
Can we send letters to homeowners notifying them of proposed changes?
The City staff has made extensive efforts to get the word out that we are going through this process. The draft Guidelines
are posted online. The staff has included reminders in our newsletter. The week of August 10, more e-newsletter stories
will be included along with an attached chart that shows the changes by tier. If the Board feels that there is still more
required outreach after this next round of revisions, we will take that direction, but it will be at the expense of time and
money that could have been allocated to other high priority projects.
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Can we delay adopting the proposed Guidelines to ensure that people know about changes that may impact their
property?
Despite our deadlines, we have stayed true to our engagement process. We sent two surveys, multiple articles, and
reminders through our e-newsletter. We have kept our website current with the most recent draft of the Guidelines with
opportunities to comment. We have made presentations at the March, June, and August HPC meetings. The BOMC held a
work session dedicated to the Guidelines. The discussion will again be on the agenda at the BOMC in August.
Our grant funder reluctantly extended our deadline by one month. They are not open to an additional extension.
Additionally, additional work on the Guidelines would require additional money for consulting. A delay and extra work
would also impact the staff. Other priority projects would have to be deprioritized.
What is the impact of not adopting the proposed Guidelines?
The current less clear Guidelines would remain in place unless the BOMC decided to vote to remove them and have no
Guidelines. Not adopting these Guidelines in August would likely result in forfeiting the current grants and jeopardizing
the City's potential for future grants from this or other related funding sources.
If the BOMC opts to eliminate the remaining architectural restrictions, would this be inconsistent with the Secretary of
the Interior's Standards?
Yes.
Is there any simple definition of "undue hardship" that can be included?
Yes. Undue hardship is the inability to comply with the historic preservation ordinance and Guidelines due to the
request's financial burden as generated through compliance with the Guidelines and AE HP Ordinance. A Certificate of
Appropriateness may be denied in the case of asking for repairs or new work. If a property is not being maintained
adequately, that is a code enforcement issue and should be handled by the City.
Additionally, ignorance of a historic building's condition or an owner's expectation to realize a hefty profit does not
constitute a hardship. According to the courts, knowingly buying a designated building that is falling apart and has code
violations that the owner thinks are too costly to correct, does not constitute a financial hardship. Owners should not
expect relief if the hardship is self-created – through willful neglect, paying too much for the building, or assuming that
the City will provide a necessary permit. https://whyy.org/articles/preservation-hardship-primer/
What is the checklist, and how is it going to be used?
The checklist straightforwardly outlines the Guidelines. The list is intended as a tool to aid applicants and their
designers/contracts, City staff, and the HPC in the evaluation process. The applicant would complete the applications as
would the City staff/consultant. Once both have completed the form, it would serve as a basis for discussion and potential
application changes. It would be submitted with the application to the HPC as a guide to their review.
What is the timeline for reviewing and adopting the Guidelines?
City Staff posted the Guidelines on the Avondale Website based on input from the HPC and the BOMC's recent meetings,
along with frequently asked questions and tables comparing current and proposed Guidelines. An e-news article with the
attachments was sent 8/10. The Guidelines will be discussed again in the August BOMC work session and are on the
schedule to be discussed and voted on during the BOMC regular August meeting.
HPC Guidelines FAQ
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Summary of Historic District Guidelines Revision
Changes/Recommendations
•

Organized the guidelines into three clear parts.

•

Removed language requiring historicist design

•

Incorporated graphics, photos, pictures, tables, and drawings referencing size, scale,
height, setbacks, and areas.

•

Revised process diagrams and created a new objective checklist to aid applicants, staff,
and board members in evaluating where a project meets or does not meet the guidelines

•

Removed confusing and ambiguous language.

•

Coordinated the document with Avondale Estates Preservation Ordinance, existing
Guidelines, Avondale Estates Zoning Code, and Secretary of Interior Standards.

•

Evaluated the northern boundary of the local district and recommended removing the
CBD properties from within the boundaries

•

Measured the community’s and our leadership’s interest in shifting Post-World War II
homes from Conservation to Preservation and chose not to make changes.

•

Combined 3 categories (Tier 1, 2, and 3) into 2 categories (Preservation, Conservation) of
homes to be more consistent with Secretary of State Standards

•

Proposed incentives for Preservation Category homeowners: a modest grant program to
incentivize and offset cost of renovations, and an annual preservation award program for
property owners who exemplary stewards of Avondale Estates.

Notable Changes in the Tier System
Tier I Homes now referred to as Preservation Homes
These homes were all built before 1941.
The revised Guidelines are more permissive in the following ways.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New dormers are allowed on the sides and back of homes. (ie you can build on 3 sides
and add an addition)
Porches can be enclosed with glazing or screening when porch is behind the primary
structure
Treat Windows can be replaced throughout the house.
Windows do not need to “nearly match” original windows
Rear Doors are not required to match original doors
More flexibility on outdoor lighting
Gates and Arbors allowed inside and rear yards
Allowed for the addition of gutters

The revised Guidelines are less permissive in the following ways.
•

New Construction: Clear guidelines on mass & scale in relation to
height/placement/footprint of other primary structures.

Other changes.
•
•
•

•
•
•

Windows treatments are consistent on front and side
Lot coverage language changed to be consistent with current zoning codes.
Location for whether new additions can be built refined. New structure 25 ft or less
behind the primary structure and if not directly behind the structure, 10 feet or more
from rear and side yards.
Removed requirement that footprint based on neighboring structures
Reduced additions to 80% of max of primary structure footprint.
Established that additions cannot be taller than original structure and if not directly
behind the original structure, cannot be taller than either the original structure or the
neighboring structure.

Notable Changes in the Tier System
Tier II Homes now referred to as Preservation Homes
These homes were all built before 1941.
The revised Guidelines are more permissive in the following ways.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Treat Windows can be replaced throughout the house.
Windows do not need to “nearly match” original windows
Rear Doors are not required to match original doors
More flexibility on outdoor lighting
Gates and Arbors allowed inside and rear yards
Allowed for the addition of gutters

The revised Guidelines are less permissive in the following ways:
•
•
•

No Front dormers
New side porches limited to rear half (ie not on the front)
New Construction: Clear guidelines on mass & scale in relation to
height/placement/footprint of other primary structures.

Other changes.
•
•
•

•
•
•

Windows treatments are consistent on front and side
Lot coverage language changed to be consistent with current zoning codes.
Location for whether new additions can be built refined. New structure 25 ft or less
behind the primary structure and if not directly behind the structure, 10 feet or more
from rear and side yards.
Removed requirement that footprint based on neighboring structures
Reduced additions to 80% of max of primary structure footprint.
Established that additions cannot be taller than original structure and if not directly
behind the original structure, cannot be taller than either the original structure or the
neighboring structure.

Notable Changes in the Tier System
Tier III Homes now referred to as Conservation Homes

The revised Guidelines are more permissive in the following ways.
•
•
•

Removed historicist requirements for front porches, side porches, window replacement,
doors, and storm windows
Material requirements shifting from defining what can be used to what cannot be used
Floor elevation requirement removed

Other changes.
•
•

•
•
•

Lot coverage language changed to be consistent with current zoning codes.
Location for whether new additions can be built refined. New structure 25 ft or less
behind the primary structure and if not directly behind the structure, 10 feet or more
from rear and side yards.
Removed requirement that footprint based on neighboring structures
Reduced additions to 80% of max of primary structure footprint.
Established that additions cannot be taller than original structure and if not directly
behind the original structure, cannot be taller than either the original structure or the
neighboring structure.
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*Percent of full loaded salaries allocated to DDA

CITY STAFF TASKS AND TIME ALLOCATION TO SUPPORT DDA
Assistant City Manager for Economic Development/DDA Ex. Director (50%)
•

Act as the principal liaison between the DDA Board of Directors and City staff leadership

•

Coordinate with the DDA Board to develop agendas, budgeting and committee formation, and management.

•

Develop and execute long-range strategies, a multi-year action plan, and an overall annual work plan to facilitate Downtown
economic development and revitalization in coordination with DDA and City Staff. This includes strategies for curating
new businesses and support for existing businesses.

•

Evaluate strategy, work plans, and operational performance and makes recommendations to the Board to expand, revise or
discontinue plans, and/or activity as appropriate.

•

Develop ongoing revenue sources to support the DDA.

•

Bring best practices to the DDA with lessons learned through GMA, Mainstreet, and other relevant organizations.

•

Maintain the financial health of the authority, including development of an annual budget for the DDA, monitoring
expenditures in adherence to budget, and providing regular financial reports to the Board in coordination with the City of
Avondale Estates Assistant City Manager for Finance and Administration.

•

Review and approve the procurement of goods and services that have been authorized by the DDA.

•

Outreach to potential developers and tenants to attract them to Downtown; match available space for lease or purchase
with business needs.

•

Work with the Event, Promotions, and Mainstreet Manager to maintain relationships and retain existing businesses.

•

Collaborate with the private sector to facilitate high-quality projects consistent with the Downtown Master Plan and the
DDA’s goals.

•

Provide a wide range of resources and support to businesses, property owners, developers, leasing agents, and site selection
agencies.

•

Collaborate with property owners and business owners to assist new businesses with set up and funding options.

•

Direct activities for DDA-related public relations, communications, and marketing activities.

•

Recruit, hire, and manage the Event, Promotions and Mainstreet Manager.

Event, Promotions & Mainstreet Manager (75%)
•

Implement strategies and an annual work plan to facilitate Downtown economic development and revitalization in
coordination under the direction of the DDA Executive Director

•

Provide administrative support for the DDA including setting up and attending DDA board meetings, preparing packets and
information for the DDA Board members, taking minutes, and meeting scheduling and reminders.

•

Execute DCA Mainstreet program and drive four pillars (Promotion, Organization, Econ Vitality and Design) into CBD working
with DDA/Mainstreet board

•

Manage administration of the Mainstreet Program and Rural Opportunity Zone (ROZ), including preparing reports for the
Mainstreet program as required by the National Trust Mainstreet Center, and the Department of Community Affairs.

•

Coordinate promotional events, that highlight the Downtown; plan and produce events and festivals for Downtown,
particularly those that support retail and other local businesses.

•

Coordinate volunteerism

•

Conduct public awareness and education programs to support economic development and local businesses.

•

Implement communication and marketing efforts for Downtown, including maintaining DDA websites, the social media
presence and regular email communications.

•

Head City/DDA branding efforts

•

Maintain communication with Downtown stakeholders and serve as a liaison to the Avondale Estates Business Association.

•

Define and implement a placemaking and public art for Downtown, including implementation ongoing district-wide
activations to bring life to public spaces such as holiday lighting, decorations, and banners.

•

Develop and maintain data to track the process and progress, including economic monitoring, individual building files,
information on job creation and business retention, maintenance of property/vacancy inventory, and a list of target
businesses.

•

Provide property management for DDA owned properties (i.e.;; Landlord Duties)

•

Coordinate DDA capital project management with DDA and City Staff

Assistant City Manager of Finance and Administration (15%)
•

Bring best financial practices and strategies to the DDA with lessons learned through GMA, Mainstreet, and other relevant
organizations.

•

Support the development of an annual budget for the DDA

•

Prepare monthly, quarterly, and annual financial reports with regular financial reports to the Board.

•

Oversee and reconcile revenue collected from DDA owned properties.

•

Coordinate with and support the DDA Treasurer.

•

Manage operational and investment cash accounts for the DDA as specified by the DDA.

•

Manage servicing of DDA debt issues and related reporting as specified by the DDA.

•

Oversee payroll and benefits for DDA funded staff.

•

Assist the auditors during the annual audit of DDA financial records and follow up on findings accordingly.

Finance Staff (5%)
Manage day-to-day accounting transactions including: process approved invoices, prepare bank deposits, prepare journal
entries, maintain associated records.

Communication Manager (5%)
•

Coordinate marketing and communication messages between City and DDA.

Position
ACM Development/DDA Exec.Dir.
City Event/Main Street Manager
ACM Finance
Finance Staff (2 positions)
Communication Manager

Base Salary
$ 112,374.34
$ 55,000.00
$ 112,374.34
$ 122,000.00
$ 56,727.58

Benefits (est.) DDA pct.
$ 33,712.30
50%
$ 16,500.00
75%
$ 33,712.30
15%
$ 36,600.00
5%
$ 17,018.27
5%

DDA $
$ 73,043.32
$ 53,625.00
$ 21,913.00
$ 7,930.00
$ 3,687.29
$ 160,198.61

City $
$ 73,043.32
$ 17,875.00
$ 124,173.65
$ 150,670.00
$ 70,058.56
$ 435,820.53

Schedule _______
Section 1. Purpose and Intent.
The Downton Development Authority of Avondale Estates (“DDA”) and the City of Avondale
Estates, Georgia (“City”) desire to share in the expense and benefits of certain employees of the
City. The purpose of this Agreement is to contract for the provision of services, which the City is
authorized to provide and the DDA is authorized to contract for, pursuant to, in the case of the
City, the City’s charter and other Constitutional and statutory provisions, and in the case of the
Authority, the Act and other Constitutional and statutory provisions.
Section 2. Services to be Provided to DDA by City.
In consideration of the payments and terms set out herein, upon the effective date of this Agreement
and for so long as it remains in effect, the City shall allocate a portion of the time and effort of certain
of its employees to performing tasks to support the DDA. The City staff positions and functions that
are the subject of this Agreement are set out in Exhibit “A” hereto, along with the percentage of each
such staff position’s working time that will be dedicated to support of the DDA.
Section 3. Payment for Services.
In exchange for the services to be provided to the DDA by the City, the DDA shall make
payment to the City in an amount equal to the percentage of each City staff position’s total
compensation that matches the percent of such staff position’s time allocated to support of the
DDA as listed on Exhibit “A.” The estimated initial amounts to be paid by the DDA on an
annual basis, itemized by City staff position, are reflected on Exhibit “B” hereto. The DDA
shall remit payment to the City in monthly installments, not later than the 10th day of each
month. The parties agree that the amount due to the City each month will fluctuate based on
the total compensation of the staff positions involved
Section 4. Employment of Employees.
All individuals filling the positions identified in Exhibit “A” shall be and remain exclusively
employees of the City. All supervision of these employees and all employment decisions with
regard to these employees, such as hiring, firing, discipline and compensation adjustments, shall
rest exclusively with the City Manager. However, the City Manager will consult with the
DDA’s designated representative when making any decision regarding hiring or firing of any
employee filling a position listed on Exhibit “A.”
Section 5. City’s Approval of DDA Real Property Transactions.
Not applicable.
Section 6. Roles and Responsibilities Document.
See Exhibit “A”.
Section 7. Term of Agreement.

This Agreement shall become effective on the first day of the month following the adoption of
this agreement by both the City and the DDA. Unless terminated sooner pursuant to Section 8,
this Agreement shall remain in effect for fifty (50) years from its effective date.
Section 8. Termination.
The parties agree that, if either becomes dissatisfied with the arrangement set forth in this
Agreement, such party will communicate openly with the other party and the City and DDA will
then work in good faith in an effort to resolve any issue that may arise. If such good faith
negotiations are unsuccessful, the City or the DDA may terminate this Agreement by giving
written notice to the other party six (6) months prior to the effective date of termination.

SERVICES AGREEMENT
This Services Agreement is made and entered into this __1st___ day of September, 2020, by
and between Carolyn H. Rader and the City of Avondale Estates, Georgia (“City”). The
parties agree as follows:
1.) Services to be Performed
During the Term of this Agreement, Carolyn H. Rader agrees to work up to 80 hours per
month and an average of 20 hours per week at the direction of Assistant City Manager of
Economic and Community Development. The services that Carolyn H. Rader will provide to the
City are expected to include program and project management services for active stormwater,
planning, transportation, or economic development projects at the direction of the Assistant City
Manager.
2.) Term and Termination
The term of this Agreement is from September 01, 2020 through November 30, 2020, and
may be extended for additional time by the written agreement of the parties. This agreement
may be terminated soon than the expiration of the full term pursuant to this section.
If the City deems Carolyn H. Rader to be in breach of this Agreement, it shall give written
notice of same. After giving written notice that the City deems Carolyn H. Rader to be in default
and identifying the specific nature of the alleged non-performance, if Carolyn H. Rader fails to
cure such default within seven days the City may terminate this Agreement for non-performance.
If this Agreement is terminated by the City due to non-performance by Carolyn H. Rader, City
shall give written notice to Carolyn H. Rader and shall compensate Carolyn H. Rader for
services rendered to the date of termination and shall have no further obligation under this
Agreement.
If this Agreement is terminated by the City for non-performance, Carolyn H. Rader shall
have the right to appeal such decision to an arbitrator to be selected by the American Arbitration
Association. Such arbitrator shall determine whether or not the City was justified in terminating
for non-performance and designate either the City or Powell as the “prevailing party” on appeal.
If the arbitrator determines that the City was not justified in terminating this Agreement for nonperformance, City shall pay Carolyn H. Rader the remaining value of this Agreement. The nonprevailing party shall pay the prevailing party’s reasonable costs and attorney’s fees incurred in
arbitration.
3.) Compensation
Carolyn H. Rader will be compensated $60 per hour for no more than 80 hours per month,
with an anticipated average of 20 hours a week for the work performed under this Agreement.
Any additional hours above 80 hours over the course of the month will be pre-approved by the

City Manager and will be billed at a rate of $60 per hour. The City will pay Carolyn H. Rader
for work performed during the prior month by the tenth day of each month.
4.) Independent Contractor Status.
Carolyn H. Rader shall perform consulting services under this Agreement as an independent
contractor. Carolyn H. Rader is not entitled to any benefits (such as insurance) and shall not
accrue any leave time during the term of this Agreement. The Parties agree that the
compensation paid to Carolyn H. Rader is intended to compensate her for her services as well as
cover the expense of any materials, transportation, etc. that may be necessary to perform the
services. Carolyn H. Rader will receive Form 1099 from the City and shall be responsible for
paying any tax obligation associated with earnings under this Agreement.
5.) Miscellaneous Terms
•

Assignment

Neither this Agreement nor any duties or obligations under this Agreement shall be
assignable without the prior written consent of the other party.
•

Successors and Assigns

Subject to the provision regarding assignment, this Agreement shall be binding on the heirs,
executors, legal representatives, successors, and assigns of the respective parties.
•

Attorney’s Fees

The parties shall each be responsible for their own attorney’s fees related to the drafting
and review of this Agreement.
•

Governing Law

The validity of this Agreement and of any of its terms or provisions, as well as the rights
and duties of the parties to this Agreement, shall be governed by the laws of the State of
Georgia.
•

Amendment

This Agreement may be amended only by the mutual agreement of the contracting parties
in a writing to be attached to and incorporated into this Agreement.
•

Legal Construction

In case one or more of the provisions contained in this Agreement shall for any reason be
held invalid, illegal, or unenforceable in any respect, this invalidity, illegality, or
unenforceability shall not affect any other provision of this Agreement and this

Agreement shall be construed as if the invalid, illegal, or unenforceable provision had
never been contained in it.
So agreed:
CITY OF AVONDALE ESTATES, GEORGIA

Carolyn H. Rader

_______________________________
Jonathan Elmore, Mayor

____________________________
Carolyn H. Rader

Attest:
_______________________________
Gina Hill, City Clerk
Approved as to Form:
_Stephen G. Quinn____________
Stephen G. Quinn, City Attorney

Praetorian Consulting - Proposal
“The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing.”
– Sir Edmund Burke
Allan L. Branson, Ph.D.
Praetorian Consulting
8 Druim Moir Lane
Philadelphia, PA. 19118-4134
bransona@arcadia.edu

Patrick Bryant, City Manager
City of Avondale Estates
21 N. Avondale Plaza
Avondale Estates, GA 30002
pbryant@avondaleestates.org

Thank you for your time on the phone and for sharing your concerns regarding Avondale Estates
Police Dept. and community. I have put together a proposal that should address your concerns
and furthermore create a roadmap to follow regarding similar concerns in the future.
Our Philosophy
Our mission is to enhance community and police interactions, by way of transparency,
accountability, and professionalism.

“We the people….” are obligated under the social contract of the U.S. Constitution to abide by
the laws therein. Law enforcement agents are tasked with upholding the law. This includes the
rights of individuals to protest and peaceful assembly. If citizens actions devolve into violence,
then an appropriate escalation of a police response is often necessary. Unfortunately, citizen’s
expectations and lack of knowledge regarding law enforcement agency procedures are often
lacking and consequently their interpretation of law enforcement responses can become myopic.
Additionally, officers may also fail to understand the discretionary powers that are often at their
disposal to mitigate violence. This incongruity creates mistrust due to a lack of transparency.
Research reveals that the perceived lack of transparency by the public can quickly debilitate law
enforcement agencies and their ability to effectively “protect and serve” their communities,
which can lead to civil and criminal proceedings as well as issues of vicarious liability.

Project Objective
To create viable recommendations that continue honest and sincere engagement with the
community:
•
•
•

to change negative perceptions
to circumvent future incidents that may arise due to a lack of trust and transparency from
your law enforcement agency.
to create an atmosphere of mutual trust, respect and engagement between law
enforcement and the citizenry of Avondale Estates.

Issues such as “implicit bias” are deep seated and not easily remedied. And while we cannot
legislate what lies within an individual’s heart, more equitable treatment may be achieved
through community engagement in conjunction with appropriate evolving departmental policies,
procedures and transparency. It is not the intent of this project to relitigate previous incidents but
rather to avoid future controversies regarding police actions.
Strategy:
Please note that to effectively serve your needs cooperation and access to data is required,
specifically access to databases or individuals who have knowledge of the following:
1. Vehicle and pedestrian investigations (accompanying citations)
2. Body/dash cam data - procedures
3. Avondale Estates Police Dept.’s disciplinary codes, directives and procedures
4. IT databases as well as individuals and with knowledge of the processes may be required
for short interviews.
5. Citizen’s Complaints and dispositions – for trends regarding disclosure or a lack thereof
6. Force continuum standards

Project Objective
From August 2020 – October 2020, Praetorian Consulting will address four major issues
regarding the police and the community of Avondale Estates via review, assessment, and
recommendations as follows:
1. Community Survey – an analysis of community concerns
2. Citizens Complaint Process – types of complaints, modes of filing and disposition and
public redress
3. Disciplinary procedures and outcomes – transparency and public redress

4. Recruitment/Hiring process – requirements & vetting process
Deliverable & Process
Goal: A report based on those findings with recommendations to be rendered in full on Oct 31,
2020. A follow-up check-in after project is completed with City Manager. No charge.
Summary
This proposal from Praetorian Consulting and Management details objectives and goals for the
Avondale Estates Police Department. The total project fee is $40,000 (8 weeks/5 days/8 hrs.
$125/hr.) with 50% due upon approval. The remaining portion due in increments of 2/ $10,000
payments at the end of August and September (does not include travel expenses and lodging).
The duration of the review process will begin on the 1st of the month and will last approximately
2 months with an option to continue, if needed.
Additional consulting - $125/hour travel and accommodation expenses not included.
Please note that these recommendations will be based on Avondale Estates community feedback, empirical
data as well as anecdotal information. Ultimately the administration must determine which changes should
be implemented based on monetary and governmental policy concerns.
We would like to sign a contract by August 1, 2020. Please contact me with any questions.
(rates subject to change after August 31, 2020)
Dr. Allan L. Branson, Ph.D.
bransona@arcadia.edu
Praetorian Consulting
Direct line: 267-207-1849
x____________________________________
x____________________________________

(Ret.) Lt. Allan L. Branson, Ph.D.
8 Druim Moir Lane. Philadelphia, PA 19118
(267) 207-1849 kharamazov@comcast.net
alternative email: bransona@arcadia.edu
EDUCATION
Federal Bureau of Investigation National Academy (Graduated: 2012)
National Academy Session # 250, Quantico, VA.
Concentrations: Behavioral Sciences and Interviews/Interrogations
Doctor of Philosophy in Criminology (Graduated: 2011)
The Department of Criminology, University of Leicester, United Kingdom.
Thesis: The Anonymity of African American Serial Killers
Supervisor: Yvonne Jewkes, Ph.D. & Sarah Hodgkinson, Ph.D.
Master of Science in Criminal Justice (Graduated: 2004),
Criminal Justice, St. Joseph’s University, Philadelphia, PA
Case Study: Criminal Profiling and Serial Killers
Advisor: Lawrence Walsh, M.S., Criminal Justice
Bachelors of Arts in Communications (Graduation: 1988)
School of Communication and Theater, Temple University, Philadelphia,
PA. Concentrations: Radio, Television and Film, production and history.
Associates of Science in Communications (Graduated: 1977)
Grahm Junior College, Boston, MA.
Concentrations: Radio Television and Film production.
TEACHING EXPERIENCE
2019 – present Adjunct Professor of Criminal Justice, Arcadia University
Cold Case Practicum
The course was developed via collaboration with the American Investigative
Society of Cold Cases. Students research a real world cold case most often with
access to family members, reports and witness statement. The instructor renders a
final report forwarded to AISOCC and may be available to family members upon
request. It is a unique opportunity to advance the cause of criminal justice.
CJ-220 Homicide
The course examines, the types of murders, causations, victimization as well as
the sociological impact and potential intergenerational trauma pursuant to such
crimes. Additionally, the historic rates of murder in specific regions of the U.S.
will be analyzed in comparison with European countries to comprehend suggested
reasons for the disparity.
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CJ-160 Crime and Punishment
The course examines the dynamics of crime in the United States by exploring a
broad range of issues related to criminology and criminal justice. Topics focused
on within the course include the theoretical explanations for criminality, how we
measure crime, different types of crime and a critical discussion of public policies
concerning crime control. Additionally, this course will examine the theories of
crime, addressing issues of causation; over-representation, types of crime and the
criminal justice system as a deterrent.
2014 – 2016 Adjunct Professor of Criminal Justice, Temple University
CJ-3403 Organized Crime
The course focuses on the evolution of organized crime from its origins as feudal
protection groups (i.e. mafia, triads, yakuza) to the American Cosa Nostra as well
as its more contemporary incarnation as a criminal network linking prison gangs,
OMG’s (outlaw motorcycle gangs) white collar criminals, drug cartels and
terrorist groups. Organized Crime currently faced by law enforcement agents is a
transnational threat. Our studies will also examine the globalization of organized
crime and its impact on individuals as well as nations. Issues regarding the
influence of Transnational Organized Crime (TOC) crime and its ability to
circumvent our criminal justice system through corruption and society-at-large
will be discussed. Additionally, effective strategies utilized by law enforcement to
deal with organized crime will be examined.
CJ-4003 Urban Minorities and Criminal Justice
The course focuses on the impact that race, culture & ethnicity have on crime in
the United States, primarily the social, cultural, economic, psychological and
political factors that are associated with race/ethnicity. An examination of race
and its historical context which has developed in the United States. The real and
perceived relationship between race/ethnicity and criminal activity, as well as, the
impact of personal and institutional racism on the operations of the Criminal
Justice System are discussed in an open honest dialogue dealing directly with our
own individual perceptions about racism and other cultures. A critical
examination of issues plaguing judicial system such as the death penalty, racial
profiling, police brutality, and discrimination in arrest and charging procedures.
2011 - present Associate Tutor, University of Leicester
U.S. based distance learning marker for criminology graduate students. Students
receive counseling regarding dissertation proposals, as well as critiques of their
research and grades when appropriate.
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2005 - present Adjunct Professor of Criminal Justice, Chestnut Hill College
UECJ-225 Criminalistics
Students are taught the basics of DNA, the origins of genetic fingerprinting and
the significance of PCR labs and law enforcement databases (e.g. AFIS and
CODIS. Historic criminal investigations that formed the origins of forensic crime
scene investigations and Locard’s Principle of Exchange play prominent roles in
classroom discussions and tests.
UECJ- 250 Criminology
This examines theories of crime from a sociological perspective, addressing
issues of causation; over-representation, types of crime and the criminal justice
system as a deterrent. Recent court decisions as well as current events will be
discussed as it relates to crime nationally and locally. Students will become
familiar with theories from the different schools of criminology; the Classical,
Positivist, Anomie/Strain theory, Control Balance, RAT and Social Learning
theories.
UECJ- 260 Law Enforcement
Basic law enforcement investigations, personnel issues, public perception,
community policing, corruption and internal investigations are presented to
Criminal Investigative Analysis aka criminal profiling of serial offenders. A
history of serial murder including typologies.
LAW ENFORCEMENT EXPERIENCE
2013-2016

Philadelphia Police Academy, Admin Lieutenant/Instructor

Pennsylvania, Municipal Police Officer certified firearms instructor. Glock
firearms certified. Familiar with the nomenclature of handguns and long
guns. Trained in “Active Shooter” responses as well as MACTAC
Multiple Assault Counter-Terrorism Action Capabilities
2009- 2013

Internal Affairs, Investigative Unit Lieutenant

1998- 2005 Internal Affairs Division, Investigative Unit Sergeant
Conducted interviews, interrogations and surveillance; prepared investigative
reports for testimony at Police Board of Inquiry and city arbitrations hearings;
determined departmental violations; wrote extensive investigative reports;
consulted with Philadelphia District Attorney’s office and appropriate outside law
enforcement agencies regarding charges against officers engaged in criminal
activities and made arrests when approved.
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2007-2009 IMPACT, Investigative Unit Lieutenant
Directed and supervised undercover investigations of police personnel. Compiled
weekly updates regarding investigations, as well as yearly personnel performance
reports. Enabled the purchase of high tech equipment for surveillance teams.
Additionally, conducted interviews/interrogations regarding high profile
investigations of police officers.
2005- 2007 Narcotics Division, Administrative Sergeant
Responsible for managing finances for the Narcotics Bureau’s operations budget;
reviewed incidents of shootings to maintain a database for (PC/HIDTA), the
Philadelphia-Camden High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area.
1997- 1998 Patrol Sergeant, Philadelphia Police Department, 35th District
Supervised patrol officers; conducted “roll call” training; oversaw crime scenes
and the apprehension of suspects by patrol officers; conducted community
meetings to address concerns and conducted strategy meetings to combat criminal
activity.
1996- 1997 Bike Patrol Officer, Philadelphia Police Department
Participated in conducting tactical training of officers with special emphasis on
crowd control; enacted preventative night time patrol of subways, alleys and areas
unique to Philadelphia’s urban environment.
1990- 1996 Patrol Officer, Philadelphia Police Department, 6th District
Conducted pro-active patrols in the 6th Police District (Center City) via foot beat,
radio patrol car and plainclothes to address community concerns regarding
incidents of crime; affected arrests; conducted vehicle and pedestrian
investigations; issued traffic citations; prepared incident and accident reports;
secured crime scenes and fire grounds; rendered aid and testified in courts.
RESEARCH & CURRENT INTERESTS
Criminal investigative analysis, ethnicity and its relation to urban crime, celebrity
as it relates to criminal behaviors, media portrayals of crime and serial predators.
Gathering empirical data regarding law enforcement’s race based perceptions,
psychopathy and their relationship to increasing violence in urban environments.
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Publications
Branson, A. (2016) “Hate Crimes and the Paradigm of Slavery” (Homicide, A
Forensic Psychology Casebook). CRC Press.
Branson, A. (2016) “The Anonymity of African American Serial Killers a
Continuum of Negative Images from Slavery to Prisons” Createspace
Publications.
Branson, A. (2013). “African American Serial Killers: Over-Represented Yet
Under acknowledged.” The Howard Journal of Criminal Justice, 52 (1),
1-18.
Branson, A. L. (2010). “The Anonymity of African American Serial Killers.”
Crime Culture, Winter, Retrieved June 7, 2011 from
<http://www.crimeculture.com/Contents/Articles-Winter10/branson.html>
Branson, A. L. (2004). Criminal Profiling and Serial Killers: A Case Study.
Proquest Dissertations and Theses. (UMI No. 1433211). St. Joseph’s
University, Philadelphia, PA.
Branson, A. (1988). “Serial Killers.” Unreel, 3 (May – June), 8-10. Philadelphia:
Morningwood Publications.
Reviewed works
Reviewed Wilson, D. (2012) Looking for Laura, Public Criminology and Hot
News. Sherfield Gables: Waterside Press in The Howard Journal of
Criminal Justice. 51(5)545-546.
INVITED LECTURES
University of Leicester, College of Social Science
Doctoral Inaugural Lectures, 2012-2013 - 6th of March 2013.
Arcadia University, Sociology, Anthropology and Criminal Justice Department
Darkness Within Week: Exploring Serial Killers and Violent Crime, 2016 – 18th
of October 2016.
HONORS AND AWARDS
National Honor Society, Alpha Epsilon Lambda member - inducted September
2004 at St. Joseph’s University.
New Scotland Yard, “Coat of Arms” visiting law enforcement London, England
(August 19, 2003)
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Fraternal Order of Police Outstanding Performance Award, 1998
“Hostage/barricaded man” apprehension (35th Police District)
Fraternal Order of Police Outstanding Performance Award, 1997 “Man with a
gun/robbery” apprehension (6th Police District)
PROFESSIONAL WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS
SEPCHE (The Southeastern Pennsylvania Consortium for Higher Education) at
Holy Family University, planning workshops for racial diversity (2013)
Social Networking Law Enforcement Workshop (2011)
EEO Investigations workshop (2011)
POLEX - Police Executive Development, (2010)
NIK – Narcotics Identification Kit Certification (2006)
National HIDTA Financial Management Training (2005)
Federal Bureau of Investigation’s, Urban Surveillance Training (11-2-00)
Nuclear/Bio-chemical Haz-Mat Awareness (1998)
Bike Patrol Training (1995)
Riot/Urban Disturbance Tactics (1993)
Clandestine Meth Lab Training (1992-1993)
Active Shooter Training 2016
MAC-TAC (Multi-Assault Counter-Terrorism Action Capabilities) Training
SPECIALIZED SKILLS
Staff writer for “The Transmitter,” Guardian Civic League’s periodical and
speech writer/ special assistant to the president of the Guardian Civic League,
Philadelphia’s African American Police Organization (1995-1997)
Radio Announcer at WCSD-FM 89.3, Warminster, PA & WRTI- FM 90.1,
Temple University, Philadelphia, PA (1979-1984)
Connecticut School of Broadcasting, Stratford, CT (1975)

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS
American Psychological Association
The Howard League of Penal Reform
FBI National Academy Associates
The British Society of Criminology
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REFERENCES
Dr. Elaine Green, Dean - Continuing Educations Dept.
Chestnut Hill College
9601 Germantown Ave.
Philadelphia, PA. 19118-2693 (215) 248-7071
Richard Ross, Philadelphia Police Commissioner
Philadelphia Police Department, Franklin Square
(215) 925- 0583
Dr. Doreen E. Loury
Asst. Professor, Dir. Pan African Studies,
Sociology, Anthropology and Criminal Justice Dept.
Arcadia University
(215) 572-4087
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430 W. Parkwood Rd.
Decatur, Georgia 30030
404-219-3183
August 12, 2020

VIA EMAIL
City Manager Patrick Bryant
City of Avondale Estates
21 North Avondale Plaza
Avondale Estates, Georgia 30002
Dear City Manager Bryant:
I write to offer my services as a consultant to conduct the review of Avondale Estates
Police Policies and Procedures.1 Prior to submitting this letter of interest, I met with you and
Assistant City Manager Paul Hanebuth via Zoom to discuss the review. This review was a topic
of discussion in the June 17, 2020 Board of Mayor and Commissioners Work Session and has
received attention in the media.
After speaking with you and Assistant City Manager Hanebuth, I was uncertain whether
this Review was something I wanted to undertake. Other than four years working as a police
officer/sergeant in Jacksonville, North Carolina and my attendance at the University of Georgia
School of Law, I have lived in either Druid Hills or Decatur since 1973. My familiarity with the
City of Avondale Estates brings with it a sense of what the City has begun and is continuing to
do by seeking this review.
Listening to the recording of June 17, 2020 Work Session was a joyful experience for me.
Your city is poised on the brink of change. Change is of great interest to me. While at the FBI
National Academy in 2015, one of my classes was entitled, “Organizational Change.” While at
the Georgia Bureau of Investigation (GBI), I was involved in providing information and
testimony related to Governor Nathan Deal’s Criminal Justice Reform Initiatives. At GBI, I was
able to assist in significant changes to the law related to criminal history record expungements
(now record restrictions) and the treatment of individuals sentenced under the First Offender Act.
GBI Director Vernon Keenan gave me the freedom to be an information provider for both the
Prosecuting Attorneys’ Council and the Georgia Justice Project.2
On August 8, 2020, the Avondale Alliance for Racial Justice (AARJ) gathered for
peaceful protest at the intersection of North Avondale Road and Clarendon Avenue. As reported
by Zoe Seiler3 in decaturish.com, an organizer for AARJ said the “immediate ask right now is to
get a consultant hired that has experience in anti-racist policies, who is familiar with the systemic
1
2

A copy of my resume and a bio is attached.
http://www.senate.ga.gov/sro/Documents/StudyCommRpts/13ExpungementStudyCommitteeReport.pdf
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racism that we often see in policing and in governance.” This statement evinces the importance
of choosing a qualified consultant for your community.
Qualifications and Experience
My professional experience is within institutions – namely, law enforcement, the practice
of law and the federal court. I have worked as a police officer, a lawyer or wore both hats4 at the
Georgia Bureau of Investigation (GBI). The organization that I served for most of my career is
unique in the State of Georgia. It is comprised of three divisions – the Investigative Division; the
Georgia Crime Information Center (GCIC); and the Division of Forensic Sciences (the state
crime lab). The Investigative Division is responsible for investigating officer-involved use of
force involving death or serious injury throughout the state of Georgia. It is also requested to
investigate public corruption by government officials. The reputation of the GBI is one of
absolute integrity.
Reviewing my resume gives you a glimpse of the many areas in which I have had the
benefit of participating in while at the GBI. An aspect of my career not in my resume is my
work serving as a mediator for situations involving allegations of harassment and discrimination
after the internal investigation by the Office of Professional Standards (OPS).5 Once the internal
investigation was completed, I would often serve as a mediator to reestablish work relationships.
Expectations needed to be set between the employee(s) and/or the manager(s) involved in the
complaint. Repairing these work relationships was a source of satisfaction to me and skills
developed in mediations will be extremely helpful in the implementation of any policy revisions
resulting from the review.
I also trained all new employees and new managers regarding the policy against
harassment and discrimination. A key principle of the training is to treat every person with
respect and dignity. During my nineteen years at the GBI, there were only five Charges of
Discrimination filed by GBI employees6 with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) or Georgia Commission on Equal Opportunity (GCEO). None of these Charges of
Discrimination were sustained by the EEOC or the GC. During my tenure at the GBI, there was
only one lawsuit7 involving a claim of harassment or discrimination by a GBI employee. The
employee dismissed her lawsuit during the discovery period and continued her career with the
GBI until she retired.

3

https://decaturish.com/2020/08/avondale-alliance-for-racial-justice-advocates-for-a-review-of-police-policies/
(August 9, 2020) (hereinafter Seiler, August 9, 2020).
4 By both hats, I am referring to the fact that I was initially hired as one of two attorneys at the GBI and then went to
agent school and became a sworn agent as well. I completed all training required to become a sworn agent and
continued to receive required training each year until my retirement.
5 The Office of Professional Standards is the GBI internal affairs unit.
All complaints of harassment or
discrimination are investigated by OPS. Additionally, all citizen complaints are investigated by OPS.
6 There were three charges filed by non-employees – two applicants and one task force employee. None of these
charges were sustained.
7 This employee did not file a charge of discrimination prior to filing the lawsuit as her claim was based on an
alleged violation of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
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I provided training to agents in many areas to include: (1) the law of arrest, search and
seizure; (2) legal aspects of use of force; (3) bias-based profiling; (4) legal considerations in the
use of the Taser; and (5) pursuits. During my nineteen years, a few civil rights lawsuits were
filed. Despite the lawsuits, there was never a finding of any civil rights violations by GBI or its
employees. These facts reflect the ethics and integrity of the GBI as an organization and the
caliber of its employees.
Final Report of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing
During the June 17, 2020 Work Session, several members of the public referred to the
Final Report of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing (“Final Report”). This report
was issued in May 2015 and identifies six recommendations referred to as “pillars.” I have
experience with and specific examples from my career with each of these six pillars – and many
experiences predate the Final Report. For brevity, this letter will only identify a few examples.
Pillar One is “Building Trust and Legitimacy.” Two presentations that I prepared and
delivered with GBI Director Vernon Keenan for International Association of Chiefs of Police
(IACP) Executive Track relate directly to Pillar One. The relationship between Pillar One and
these presentations is reflected in their titles: “Building Public Trust by Being Transparent,” and
“A New Day: Being Transparent in Officer Involved Shooting Investigations.”8
Pillar Two is “ Policy and Oversight.” I served as the Director of the Office of Privacy
and Compliance. In addition to may work as an attorney, my area of responsibility included
Accreditation, the Open Records Unit, and the Bingo Unit. On November 21, 1998, the GBI was
accredited by the Commission on Accreditation in Law Enforcement (CALEA). During my
tenure, GBI was accredited by both CALEA and State Certification, as administered by the
Georgia Association of Chiefs of Police. Policy review and promulgation were the responsibility
of the Accreditation Manager and I was responsible for the legal review of all policies.
Pillar Three is “Technology and Social Media.” I participated as either a member or a
chair of national working groups that addressed the need for policy in the following areas: (1)
use of social media in intelligence and investigative activities (2013);9 (2) use of face recognition
technology (2017);10 and (3) use of license plate readers (2017).11
82012

International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) Conference, “Building Public Trust by Being
Transparent,” San Diego, California, October 2, 2012. 2015 IACP Conference, “A New Day: Being Transparent in
Officer Involved Shooting Investigations,” Chicago, Illinois, October 24, 2015.
9Bureau of Justice Assistance, “Developing a Policy on the Use of Social Media in Intelligence and Investigative
Activities: Guidance and Recommendations.” Published February 2013. Member Working Group. Author of
Appendix B Georgia Bureau of Investigation Directive “Guidelines for the Use of Social Media by the Investigative
Division.”
10 Bureau of Justice Assistance, “Face Recognition Policy Development Template for State, Local and Tribal
Criminal Intelligence and Investigative Activities.” Published December 2017. Chair Working Group.
11 Bureau of Justice Assistance, “License Plate Reader Policy Template for Use in Intelligence and Investigative
Activities.” Published February 2017. Chair Working Group.
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Pillar Four is “Community Policing and Crime Reduction.” In my early years, I worked
as a police officer in Jacksonville, North Carolina. I served either as a patrol officer, sergeant, or
a community services officer. Relevant to this review is my interaction with the community as a
police officer. I learned the importance of building trust and relationships with members of the
community.
Pillar Five is “Training and Education.” Throughout my career I have provided hours
and hours of training to local and state law enforcement officers. As a sworn officer and agent, I
have attended hours and hours of training. The importance of training cannot be emphasized
enough.
Process for Review
As mentioned, organizational change is something that I have experienced and studied.
As a wise person said, “we grow by passing beyond some perfect Order, through an often painful
and seemingly unnecessary Disorder, to an enlightened Reorder.”12 Society must struggle with
boundaries to effectuate change. Responding to the question of the biggest challenge facing the
City in 2017, then Candidate for Commissioner Lionel Laratte stated,
“The challenge is how we keep those things we value about Avondale while
growing this city to be sustainable in the future. How we keep our community
secure and inclusive, adaptable and stable. . . . We live in a time of change.”13
My sense of the City of Avondale Estates is that it is ready for change – yet it is not clear
what the change is as it relates to the police department. The public expectations for police are
changing. How police departments respond to the changing expectations will set the tone for
relationships between police and the community for years to come.
I recommend a three Phase process as outlined below.
Phase I Order
In Phase I, the consultant will review where the City is now, as well as some sense of
where it has been. The consultant will conduct interviews of the following stakeholders:
All Members of Police Department – Sworn and Unsworn;
Board of Mayor and Commissioners;
City Manager and Assistant City Manager;
Municipal Court Clerk; and
Other Stakeholders as identified during the interviews (i.e. Avondale Alliance for
Racial Justice)
12

Rohr, Richard, Fr., “The Universal Pattern,” Daily Meditation Center for Action and Contemplation (August 9,
2020) available at https://cac.org/the-universal-pattern-2020-08-09/.
13 https://decaturish.com/2017/09/candidate-qa-lionel-laratte-avondale-estates-city-commission/
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It is anticipated that interviews will last three weeks.
In week four, the consultant will present initial findings to Board of Mayor and
Commissioners in a Work Session and provide next steps.
Phase II Disorder
The goal of Phase II will be the identification of the community expectations for the
Avondale Estates Police Department operations. In Phase II, the consultant, aided by a subject
matter expert in antiracism, will assist community members in understanding systemic racism as
it relates to policing.
Phase II will include a community survey. The survey will seek to establish expectations
regarding traffic enforcement and other police activities. It seems that the issue of traffic
enforcement is one that needs probing.14 I would recommend a statistical review of the last two
years of traffic citations and warnings related to residency within Avondale Estates and race and
gender of driver. This review will be conducted by an academic with expertise in statistical
analysis.
Phase II will also include focus group sessions with information regarding Dismantling
Racism and Tabletop Conversations. I would seek the assistance of the antiracism expert for
these focus group sessions.15
If potential changes are identified for City ordinances, Phase II would also include a
Public Comment period. GBI had several areas of administrative rules governed by the Georgia
Administrative Procedure Act (APA).16 In the past, I coordinated the process to update and
amend rules related to the Crime Laboratory and the Georgia Crime Information Center in
accordance with the APA. A public comment period is helpful to the Board in making its
determination regarding changes to City ordinances.
At the conclusion of Phase II, the consultant would meet with the Board of Mayors and
Commissioners to brief them regarding the review.
Phase III Reorder
In Phase III, a Report and Recommendation of the review would be provided. The
14

For example, in the article regarding the August 8, 2020 peaceful protest, it was asserted that 3% of traffic
citations were issued to Avondale Estates residents. Seiler, August 9, 2020. Does that mean that Avondale Estates
residents are not being stopped by police or that they receive only warnings when stopped? Tracking of information
regarding all traffic stops will bring to light what is occurring. And then the question for the community is whether
to limit officer discretion to issue traffic citations? If the answer is yes, then how to limit officer discretion?
15 In the Atlanta area, the Absalom Jones Center for Racial Healing is an excellent resource. In the past, I have
attended antiracism training through my church and am scheduled to recertify and attend Dismantling Racism
Training through the Absalom Jones Center for Racial Healing in September 2020.
16 O.C.G.A. § 50-13-1 et seq.
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implementation of the recommendations will likely require policy updates or new policies,
training, and a review/audit to ensure the policies are being followed.
Recommendation 5.2 of the Final Report of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century
Policing states the following:
Law enforcement agencies should engage community members in the training
process. Not only can agencies make important contributions to the design and
implementation of training that reflects the needs and character of their
communities, but it is also important for police training to be as transparent as
possible. This will result in both a better informed public and a better informed
officer. Where appropriate and through managed programs, the community would
learn about and evaluate the existing training within departments; provide input
into shaping some training content and delivery; and in some cases, participate in
training alongside officers.
I would anticipate that training regarding Dismantling Racism would be a recommendation for
all members of the police department. Following the guidance of the Final Report, all members
of the Board of Mayors and Commissioners, all City employees, and members of the community
could attend this training with the members of the police department.
Timeline and Cost
I anticipate the review would take at least four months for each phase and approximately
one year to complete. As mentioned, I would seek the assistance of an academic and civil rights
or racial justice advocate(s). My fee is $150.00 per hour.
Conclusion
Thank you very much for the opportunity to submit this letter. I welcome the opportunity
to meet with the Board to answer any questions and will submit references upon request.
If you select me to be your consultant, I will do my very best for your community.
Sincerely yours,

Dawn M. Diedrich, Esq.

enclosures

430 W. Parkwood Rd.
Decatur, Georgia 30030
404-219-3183
August 14, 2020

VIA EMAIL
City Manager Patrick Bryant
City of Avondale Estates
21 North Avondale Plaza
Avondale Estates, Georgia 30002
Re:

Cost Estimate

Dear City Manager Bryant:
This letter is in response to your request for a specific Cost Estimate.1 I view this project
as three distinct phases. The results of each phase will inform the activities and scope of the next
phase. If I believe that costs related to Phases II and III will exceed this Cost Estimate, I will
submit additional cost estimate information for review and approval by you prior to moving
forward with the activities. I am also willing to provide an updated estimate prior to embarking
on activities in Phases II and III.
Statistical Analysis
The cost of the statistical analysis and review of traffic citations and warnings is
unknown. In my experience, I have worked with academics at Georgia State University and
Georgia Institute of Technology who have students who are willing to participate in studies and
projects as part of the course credit. In such instances, the cost is minimal. This review may be
of great interest to faculty members of the Andrew Young School of Policy Studies Department
of Criminal Justice and Criminology at Georgia State University.
For these reasons, the amount listed in this cost estimate is a placeholder. Again, I am
willing to request approval if the cost will exceed this estimate.

1

The Cost Estimate is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
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Dismantling Racism Consultant
Similarly, the hourly rate for the dismantling racism consultant is unknown. The hourly
rate of $125.00 is an estimate. The number of hours is based upon the work described in my
August 12, 2020 letter.
Specific Task Estimates
For certain tasks in the Cost Estimate, I have provided specific task time estimates.
These are tasks that I see as dependent on the outcome of the previous phase(s) and thus their
scope may change.
Administrative Support
Finally, I would request administrative support by City of Avondale Estates staff in the
following areas:
Community Survey: Consultant will provide the survey questions. City of
Avondale Estates staff will upload the questions in the survey instrument chosen
by the City of Avondale Estates and determine the method for distributing the
surveys. City of Avondale Estates staff will provide the results of the survey in an
electronic format to Consultant. In the event the City of Avondale Estates
chooses to distribute written surveys, Consultant and staff will coordinate a
method to provide those results electronically to Consultant.
Final Report and Recommendations: Consultant will provide a Word document
with attachments and coordinate with City of Avondale Estates staff to finalize
the formatting. Consultant will have the final review of the Final Report and
Recommendation once formatted. Consultant may, in her discretion, provide a
“draft” for review prior to the Final Report and Recommendations. City of
Avondale Estates staff will distribute the Final Report and Recommendations in
accordance with the direction of the City Manager and/or the Board of Mayors
and Commissioners.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit additional information. Please do not
hesitate to contact me if you need any other information.
Sincerely yours,

Dawn M. Diedrich, Esq.
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Exhibit A
Review of City of Avondale Estates Police Policies and Procedures
Cost Estimate
Phase I Order
Dawn M. Diedrich (DMD)
Statistical Analysis

110 hours @$150.00

$16,500.00
$ 5,000.00

Total Phase I

$21,500.00

95 hours @$150.00
40 hours @$125.00

$14,250.00
$ 5,000.00

Phase II Disorder
DMD
Dismantling Racism
Consultant

Specific Task: Final Report and Recommendations
DMD

50 hours @$150.00

$ 7,500.00

Total Phase II

$26,750.00

Phase III Reorder
Specific Task: Ordinance/Policy
DMD

20 hours @$150.00

$ 3,000.00

Specific Task: Training
DMD
Dismantling Racism
Consultant

20 hours @ $150.00
20 hours @ $125.00

$ 3,000.00
$ 2,500.00

Specific Task: Compliance Review
DMD
DMD Report re: Review

25 hours @ $150.00
10 hours @ $150.00

$ 3,750.00
$ 1,500.00

Total Phase III

$13,750.00

Total Phases I, II, and III

$62,000.00

DAWN M. DIEDRICH
430 W. Parkwood Road
Decatur, Georgia 30030
404-219-3183

EDUCATION
FBI National Academy Session 262
Quantico, Virginia
October to December 2015
Leaders and managers of state, local, county, tribal, military, federal, and international law
enforcement agencies attend the FBI National Academy. Participation is by invitation only, through a
nomination process. Specific Graduate and Undergraduate courses of study were as follows:
Communication with the Media; Leadership during Organizational Change; Conflict Resolution;
Psychology of Leadership; and Health/Fitness.
The University of Georgia School of Law
Athens, Georgia
Juris Doctor, Magna Cum Laude, May 1994.
Class Rank: 5/196
Honors: Order of the Coif, GEORGIA LAW REVIEW, Articles Editor 1993-94, Editorial Board 199293; AmJur Prize Award for Criminal Law; Edward J. Grassmann Scholarship for 1992-93 and
1993-94 School Years in recognition of academic achievements in the School of Law.
Georgia State University
Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies, Law and Society. June 1984.
G.P.A.: 3.33/4.0. Academic Honors: 1981 through 1984.
United States Military Academy
Attended 1980 to 1981.

Atlanta, Georgia

West Point, New York

EMPLOYMENT
Georgia Bureau of Investigation
Decatur, Georgia
2000 to December 31, 2018
Director of Office of Privacy and Compliance (formerly Office of Legal Services):
Responsible for advising Director and all three divisions regarding legal issues including
employment law issues, contracts, pending litigation, open records issues and internal
investigations. Served as Privacy Officer and Ethics Officer. Provided training to GBI employees
regarding various issues including harassment and discrimination and use of force.
Assistant Deputy Director Georgia Crime Information Center: Managed the Computerized
Criminal History Unit and Criminal Justice Information Systems Unit, approximately 40 employees,
Deputy Director of Legal Services/Special Agent: One of two in-house attorneys for the GBI.
Sworn Special Agent since December 2001.
Georgia State University
Atlanta, Georgia
2003 to 2006
Part-time Instructor, Department of Criminal Justice: Provided instruction in upper level
criminal justice courses – Legal Liabilities of Law Enforcement and Legal Issues in Corrections.
William Tinkler, Jr. Attorney at Law
Decatur, Georgia
1999 to 2000
Associate: Practice focused primarily on civil rights litigation, medical malpractice and insurance
defense cases. Responsible for all aspects of litigation including motions, hearings, trials and
discovery.
Rogers & Hardin LLP

Atlanta, Georgia

1996 to 1998
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Associate: Practice focused primarily in Commercial Litigation and Employment Law.
Responsible for day-to-day case management, including all discovery issues and motions.
The Honorable Julie E. Carnes

1994 to 1996
1994 to 1996
United States District Court for the Northern District of Georgia
Judicial Clerk: Prepared draft orders and jury instructions in criminal and civil cases.
Rogers & Hardin

Atlanta, Georgia

Summer 1993
Summer 1993

Summer Associate: Researched legal issues and wrote legal memoranda.
Alston & Bird
Atlanta, Georgia
Summer 1993
Summer Associate: Researched legal issues and wrote legal memoranda.
Governor's Intern Program
Summer 1992
Georgia Police Academy
Forsyth, Georgia
Legal Intern: Drafted an arrest, search and seizure manual and lesson plan for use by
instructors.
Jacksonville Police Department
Jacksonville, North Carolina
1986 to 1990
Police Sergeant, Patrol Division. Supervised nine patrol officers. Highest score ever recorded in
the promotional process for sergeant.
Police Officer II, Community Services Division-D.A.R.E. Instructor and Patrol Division-Field
Training Officer.
Certifications: General Instructor for Basic Law Enforcement Training; D.A.R.E. Instructor;
Emergency Medical Technician; Emergency Medical Technician Instructor; Field Training Officer;
Certified CPR Instructor.
Training: Basic Law Enforcement Training, Coastal Carolina Community College. Received
Academic Award for highest average.
Instructor: Taught courses in the Criminal Justice Department at Coastal Carolina Community
College including "Introduction to Criminal Justice" and "Juvenile Justice." Taught courses in
Basic Law Enforcement Training including "Crisis Management" and "Dealing with Victims and the
Public."
Emory University Department of Public Safety
Atlanta, Georgia
1984 to 1985
Police Officer, Campus Division. Performed patrol duties on the campus. Attended Clayton
County Regional Police Academy; Academic Award for highest average.
Other positions included Executive Recruiter and Loss Prevention Officer.
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Member, State Bar of Georgia
Member, International Association of Chiefs of Police
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PUBLICATIONS
Georgia Association of Chiefs of Police, Pursuits in Georgia: Review and Recommendations, July
2006
Georgia Association of Chiefs of Police, Electronic Control Weapons in Georgia: Review and
Recommendations, June 2005
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
Bureau of Justice Assistance, “Face Recognition Policy Development Template for State, Local
and Tribal Criminal Intelligence and Investigative Activities.” Published December 2017. Chair
Working Group.
Bureau of Justice Assistance, “License Plate Reader Policy Template for Use in Intelligence and
Investigative Activities.” Published February 2017. Chair Working Group.
Bureau of Justice Assistance, “Developing a Policy on the Use of Social Media in Intelligence
and Investigative Activities: Guidance and Recommendations.” Published February 2013.
Member Working Group. Author of Appendix B Georgia Bureau of Investigation Directive
“Guidelines for the Use of Social Media by the Investigative Division.”
Bureau of Justice Assistance, “Recommendations for First Amendment-Protected Events for
State and Local Law Enforcement Agencies.” Published December 2011. Member Working
Group.
SELECTED PROFESSIONAL TRAINING PRESENTATIONS
2012 International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) Conference, “Building Public Trust by
Being Transparent,” San Diego, California, October 2, 2012
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Northeast Fusion Center Workshop, “Privacy, Civil
Rights and Civil Liberties,” Concord, New Hampshire, May 21, 2013
Georgia Public Safety Training Center (GPSTC) GBI Advanced Agent Training, “Legal Issues in
Use of Force Investigations,” Forsyth, Georgia, December 11, 2012
FBI Atlanta Office Georgia Law Enforcement Executive Development Seminar (LEEDS),
“Building Public Trust by Being Transparent” and “Reining in the Wild West: Developing a
Privacy Policy for Using Social Media in Investigations,” Atlanta, Georgia, August 16, 2013
North Carolina State Bureau of Investigation (SBI) Forensic Science Training for Laboratory
Counsel, “Managing Agency Errors: Issues with Brady; Transparency in Today’s Forensic
Laboratories,” Raleigh, North Carolina, August 27-28, 2013
2013 IACP Conference, “Reining in the Wild West: Developing a Privacy Policy for Using Social
Media in Investigations,” Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, October 20, 2013
2013 IACP Conference, “Responding to First Amendment Protected Events,” Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, October 21, 2013
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National Fusion Center Association Annual Training Event, “Responding to First Amendment
Protected Events,” Alexandria, Virginia, November 5, 2013
2014 Peace Officers Association of Georgia Annual Training Conference, “Use of Force
Symposium, Savannah, Georgia, August 26, 2014
2014 IACP Conference, “Redemption or Termination:
Employees,” Orlando, Florida on October 25, 2014

A Toolkit for Dealing with Problem

Bureau of Justice Assistance Privacy Webinar, “The Importance of Privacy Policies in Law
Enforcement,” January 30, 2015
National Privacy Research Strategy Workshops, “Privacy Perspective: Society Panel
Discussion,” Arlington, Virginia, February 18, 2015
Georgia State Bar Continuing Legal Education, “Scrubbing History or Protecting Privacy,”
Atlanta, Georgia, February 27, 2015
West Virginia University Forensic Science Training for Laboratory Counsel, “Redemption or
Termination: A Toolkit for Managing Problem Employees,” Morgantown, West Virginia, July 29,
2015
2015 IACP Conference, “21st Century Policing – How to Use Technology while Protecting the
Public’s Privacy and Civil Rights,” Chicago, Illinois, October 24, 2015
2015 IACP Conference, “A New Day: Being Transparent in Officer Involved Shooting
Investigations,” Chicago, Illinois, October 24, 2015
Georgia Association of Chiefs of Police Winter Conference, “A New Day: Being Transparent in
Officer Involved Shooting Investigations,” Atlanta, Georgia, January 25, 2016
Naval Postgraduate School Fusion Center Leaders Program, “Respecting Privacy, Civil Rights
and Civil Liberties,” Monterey, California, February 1, 2016
National Constables and Marshalls Association Conference, “Be on Firm Legal Ground When
Acting: A Review of the Principles of Police Citizen Encounters,” Columbus, Georgia, March 29,
2016
State Bar of Georgia Continuing Legal Education Administrative Law Section, “Transparency
and Privacy: A Balancing of Values/Body Cameras,” Atlanta, Georgia, February 8, 2017
2017 IACP Conference, “Face Recognition Technology: Developing Policy to Govern Its Use
and Safeguard Privacy,” Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, October 22, 2017
International Association of Identification (IAI) 2018 Conference, “Face Recognition Policy
Template for State, Local and Tribal Criminal Intelligence and Investigative Activities,” San
Antonio, Texas, August 2, 2018
2018 Department of Homeland Security Specialized Analytic Seminar Series: Privacy, Civil
Rights and Civil Liberties Training, “Policies, Audits and Compliance” and “Emerging Issues
Face Recognition,” Lincoln, Nebraska, September 26, 2018
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Bureau of Justice Assistance Intelligence Commanders Training, “Privacy, Ethics and Liability,”
San Antonio, Texas, August 6, 2019

Mr. Paul Hanebuth
Avondale Estates
21 North Avondale Plaza
Avondale Estates, GA 30002
Avondale Estates – Public Works Building Renovation
ezIQC No: 081884.00
Centennial No: 73340-0409

August 11, 2020

Dear Mr. Hanebuth:
Please review the brief scope of work below detailing the Avondale Estates Public
Works Building Renovation. The preliminary construction budget of this project is
estimated at $241,800. Please keep in mind that this is a budget number only and
cannot be used to issue the project to Centennial. A finalized detailed scope of
work and line item proposal must be developed using the construction task catalog.
The proposal package must be assembled, submitted and approved prior to any
work taking place.
Brief Scope of Work:
Furnish all labor, materials and equipment necessary to establish ADA bathroom
with shower, four showers in locker room, new locker room bathroom, new locker
room with 22 lockers, benches, new breakroom, establish new storage areas, paint,
carpet existing offices, add sheltered area for equipment storage, add ramp at
loading dock, and demolish existing shed structure.
Please don’t hesitate to give me a call if you need any additional information or
wish to schedule a meeting to review any element of this scope and/or budget.
Respectfully,

Tim Dugan
Project Manager

cc:

File

Tyler Shelton
Project General Manager

3200 Cobb Galleria Pkwy
Suite 210
Atlanta GA 30339
Phone 770 613-2999
Fax 770 613-2992

STATE CONSULTING AGREEMENT
This State Consulting Agreement (“Contract”) is by and between CITY OF AVONDALE
ESTATES, (“Client”), and TAYLOR ENGLISH DECISIONS LLC, 1600 Parkwood Circle, Suite 200,
Atlanta, Georgia 30339 (“Consultant”). In consideration of the covenants set forth below, the
Parties mutually agree as follows:
1.
SCOPE. Client retains Consultant to provide professional counsel and advice and to provide
representation on legislative and administrative agency issues to Client and any of its businesses,
affiliates, subsidiaries and/or associated companies. Such services shall be provided in the State of
Georgia, as needed. The scope of work is more fully described in EXHIBIT A, attached hereto. In
the event Client desires to utilize Consultant for additional or other services, including similar
services relating to the United States government, the parties shall complete and execute a Work
Order in the form attached hereto as EXHIBIT B. Patrick Bryant (“Client Point of Contact”) shall
be Consultant’s main point of contacts with respect to the Consultant’s work on behalf of Client.
Consultant shall: (1) regularly communicate and coordinate with the Client Point of Contact about
Consultant’s activities under this Contract; (2) notify the Client Point of Contact of any meetings
with or contacts to officials, employees, agents or representatives of any State executive or
legislative entity or agency or any other State or local governmental entity (“Public Officials”)
related to Client; and (3) inform the Client Point of Contact of the Public Officials who will be in
attendance at such meetings or who will be contacted and the topics to be discussed.
2.

COMPENSATION, THIRD PARTY CONSULTANTS AND REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES.
(a) COMPENSATION. Client agrees to compensate Consultant $5,000.00 per month during the
Term of this Contract (the “Monthly Retainer”) for the scope of work described in Paragraph
1 and EXHIBIT A.
(b) THIRD PARTY CONSULTANTS. The Monthly Retainer does not include fees or retainers for
services by individuals or companies other than Consultant necessary for implementation of
Client’s objectives (“Third Party Consultants”). Consultant has teaming relationships with
several Third Party Consultants who, upon the advice and consent of Client, may be retained
to provide necessary services in specific states. No Third Party Consultant will be retained
until a Work Order is mutually agreed upon and executed by Consultant and Client.
(c) REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES. Reimbursable Expenses are in addition to the Monthly
Retainer and include necessary and reasonable expenses incurred by Consultant directly related
to the work provided. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, no expense in excess
of $500 shall be allowed as a Reimbursable Expense without the prior written consent of Client.

3.
TERM. This Contract shall be effective from September 1, 2020 through August 31, 2021.
Thereafter, this Agreement may be extended for additional twelve (12) month periods by mutual
agreement of the parties evidenced by an exchange of emails or other writing confirming the
extension.
4.
PAYMENT TERMS. Client shall make payment of the Monthly Retainer to Consultant each
month on or before the first (1st) day of each month. Consultant’s invoices for Reimbursable
Expenses should be submitted monthly and will be processed within 30 days from receipt.
Reimbursable Expenses must be documented by receipts provided to Client. Under no
circumstances will Client reimburse Consultant for any Political Contributions (i.e., any payment,
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gift, subscription, loan, advance or deposit of money, as well as any contribution of services or
facilities, if made in connection with any campaign for Federal, state or local office or in
connection with a Federal, state or local party committee).
5.
LOBBYING. The Consultant and Client are aware that lobby registration and reporting
requirements may be applicable to the Consultant’s activities under this Contract, including, but
not limited to Federal, state and/or local laws such as the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (the
“LDA”), as amended (including by the Honest Leadership and Open Government Act of 2007).
Consultant represents and warrants that Consultant is familiar and will comply with any and all
applicable Federal, state and/or local lobby registration and reporting requirements as well as any
other requirements imposed upon lobbyists, including, but not limited to, gift restrictions under
applicable lobbying laws. Consultant shall not attempt to influence any Federal, state or local
legislation, rule-making, rate-making or procurement decision by a Federal, state or local agency
without the consent of Client. Consultant shall cooperate with Client to the extent necessary for
Client to comply with any applicable lobby registration and reporting requirements, including but
not limited to informing Client of the amount or percentage of Client’s payment that is attributable
to Federal lobbying activities or state legislative lobbying activities.
6.
REGISTRATION AND REPORTING. Consultant agrees to take all steps to assure
compliance with any applicable Federal, state and local lobbying registration and reporting laws
and rules, including preparing and timely filing Client and Consultant lobbying registration forms
and financial reports and Client registration documents. Consultant agrees to take all steps to assure
compliance with any applicable state and local campaign finance registration and reporting laws
and rules, including preparing and timely filing Client registration and reports of corporate political
contributions. Consultant shall provide to Client, upon request, copies of all reports required by
law to be filed with any governmental entity with respect to any activities undertaken by
Consultant on behalf of Client.
7.
INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT. Consultant is and shall remain an independent Consultant
and shall have no power, nor represent to have any power, to bind Client or to assume or create
any obligations on Client’s behalf. If Consultant is an attorney and/or is employed by a law firm,
Client agrees that an attorney-client relationship is not created by entering into this Contract.
Consultant further agrees that applicable Federal, state and/or local rules regarding ethics and
professional conduct apply under this Contract.
8.
CONFIDENTIALITY/CONFLICTS. Consultant will comply with all applicable Federal,
state and/or local ethics rules in the treatment of confidential information. Consultant further
agrees to treat as confidential, and use only for Client’s benefit, any Services performed under this
Contract and any information which Client has disclosed to Consultant in connection with this
Contract. Any potential conflicts of interest shall be immediately disclosed to Client and Client
shall determine an appropriate course of action or remedy.
9.

LAWS APPLIED. This Contract shall be governed by the laws of the State of Georgia.

10.
TERMINATION DURING TERM. Either party may cancel this Contract for cause at any
time by first providing written notice of material default and an opportunity to cure. If the default
is not cured within seven (7) days following receipt of the notice, the non-defaulting party may
provide notice in writing of the cancellation of the Contract.
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11.
ANTI-CORRUPT ION. In connection with Services performed under this Contract,
Consultant shall not pay, offer or promise to pay, or authorize the payment directly or indirectly
of any monies or anything of value to any government official or employee or any political party
or candidate for political office, for the purpose of inducing or rewarding any favorable action in
any commercial transaction or in any governmental matter. Consultant has in place at the time of
execution of this Contract and will maintain and enforce during the entire term of this Contract its
own firm policy requiring adherence to ethical business practices, including but not limited to a
prohibition on bribery of government officials. No owner, partner, officer, director or employee of
Consultant is or will be during the scope of this engagement an official or employee of the
government or of an agency or instrumentality of a government, unless such person obtains the
prior written approval of Client.
Client and Consultant have made and entered into this Contract as of the day and year first
written below.
CLIENT

CONSULTANT

CITY OF AVONDALE ESTATES

TAYLOR ENGLISH DECISIONS LLC

By: ___________________________
Name: Patrick Bryant
Its:
City Manager
Date: ____________________

By: ___________________________
Name: Jonathan Crumly
Its:
Chief Operating Officer
Date: ____________________

Approved as to form:

___Stephen G. Quinn__
Assistant City Attorney
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EXHIBIT A
Consultant is retained to provide General Consulting Services. “General Consulting Services”
rendered in connection with this Contract could include, but would not be limited to, the following
in furtherance of Client’s business objectives:
•

Representing Client on legislative and administrative issues and matters in the State of Georgia
(the “State”);

•

Establishing relationships and scheduling meetings with government officials in the State,
including but not limited to the DeKalb County Legislative Delegation;

•

Continuing to build on relationships with government officials through individual or group
meetings with the City of Avondale Estates (“City”) officials and employees;

•

Monitoring, advising, and engaging MARTA (or subsequent transit) officials on developments
or policies with potential impact on the City;

•

Tracking all DeKalb County annexation legislation during the Georgia General Assembly
Legislative Session;

•

Influencing any DeKalb County annexation legislation during the Georgia General Assembly
Legislative Session that may detrimentally impact the City;

•

Participating in economic development discussions with Georgia Department of Economic
Development to pursue desirable industries and businesses to consider locating in the City;

•

Influence access to Cares Act or subsequent COVID-19 related funding through discussions
with Federal and State elected officials to maximize flexibility for local governments;

•

Monitoring and advising Client regarding legislative developments with potential impact to
the CIty within the State;

•

Monitoring and advising Client regarding regulatory developments with potential impact to
the City within the State;

•

Providing advice and counsel on other appropriate strategies;

•

Participating in the City internal meetings/events as needed for updates; and

•

Providing consultant resources when necessary and reasonable.

This is not an exhaustive or exclusive list of the General Consulting Services that Consultant may
render on Client’ behalf in connection with providing General Consultant Services. This list is
meant to describe the types of activities that could constitute General Consulting Services that
Consultant may perform on behalf of Client in connection with this Contract.
NOTE: ALL LEGAL SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED BY TAYLOR ENGLISH DUMA LLP
LAW FIRMS. CONSULTANT DOES NOT PROVIDE LEGAL SERVICES OF ANY KIND.
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EXHIBIT B
WORK ORDER NUMBER
THIS WORK ORDER is being submitted, approved and implemented in accordance with the
State Consulting Agreement dated as of the _____ day of ___________________, 2020 (the
“Contract”), between CITY OF AVONDALE ESTATES, (“Client”) and TAYLOR ENGLISH
DECISIONS, LLC, a Georgia limited liability company (the “Consultant”), which Contract is
incorporated herein by reference.
1.

The Additional Services to be provided under this Work Order are as follows:
[Insert brief description of Services here.]

2.
In exchange for the Consultant’s performance of the Additional Services, Client shall pay
the Consultant [insert payment terms].

3.
The following special conditions, terms, provisions, qualifications or exclusions are
applicable to the Additional Services described herein (insert or attach any special conditions;
insert NONE if applicable):

4.
Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Work Order, the terms of the Agreement
shall govern the rights and obligations of Client and the Consultant with respect to the Additional
Services described herein. All capitalized terms shall have the same meaning as provided in the
Contract unless otherwise specifically defined in this Work Order.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Client and the Consultant have hereby executed this Work
Order as of the
day of
, 20
.
CLIENT

CONSULTANT

CITY OF AVONDALE ESTATES

TAYLOR ENGLISH DECISIONS LLC

By: ____________________________

By: ___________________________

Name: __________________________

Name: Jonathan Crumly

Title: ___________________________

Its:

Date: ________________

Date: ________________
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Chief Operating Officer

